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Noted Speakers Booked for Feder
ated Sessions in Portland This
Week

Portland Is planning to give some
500 Maine Federated clubwomen an
inviting program Wednesday and
Thursday when the annual conven
tion will be held there. No elections
*
«•
Great gifts can be given by little <• are to be held this year. But vari
♦ hand;, alnce ol all gllta love la ♦ ous projects are coming up for con
*• a till the beat. —Adelaide A. ♦ sideration; the usual banquet, lunch
Procter
'
eon and dinner are listed; and be
sides music, an afternoon tea. a cos
tume recital, and reports, three
speakers are engaged.
TAKES THE FIRST
Cheney Church Jones of Boston,
Rockland High Golf Team long a social yorker and active ln Red
Defeats Houlton High Cross, the New England Little Wan
derers' Home and other humane and
6 To 0
children's groups, will speak on
"What is on the Child's Mind?"
Rockland High School opened Its Thursday morning. J Anton DeHaas
golf season Saturday by defeating of Boston, lecturer on international
Houlton High's golf team 6 to 0. This relations, with war experience and
year’s Rockland team Is coached by Harvard faculty service behind him.
will talk on “The Battle for Peace ln
James Flanagan. The lowest score
1936" Thursday afternoon. Nancy
made Saturday was a 42 by Accardi of Byrd Turner, native of the South, a
Rockland, while McKay was low for well known editor and poet, will talk
Houlton with a 44. The summary:
Wednesday evening on "A Poet Tells
Accardi (Rockland) vs. Dow (Houl I Her Own Tale."

ton) 6-5.
Leo (Rockland) vs. E. Watson
(Houlton) 3-2.
Harden (Rockland) vs. McKay
(Houlton) 3-2.
Benner (Rockland) vs B. Watson
LHoulton) 2-1.
Rockland also won two points for
foursomes.

For the closing session Friday
morning Mrs Elizabeth R Wilkins,
representing the New Hampshire
Federation will speak.
It Is expected that at least 500 club
women from all over Maine will at
tend. as there are nearly 200 federat
ed clubs in the State, some of them
with several official relegates.

TOWNSEND CLUB
SITPER 6 P. M.

TOWN

HALL,

DANCE 5.30 P. M.

OWL'S

HEAD

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
59-60

PUBLIC INVITED

PLAYING AT BREEZEMERE
WEDNESDAY. MAY 20
TVViBtTRY Klf.HT

EDDIE WHALEN and his NEW ORCHESTRA
SATURDAY. MAY 23
60*lt

LUNCH

SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- -

133T&Th-tf

40c

(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Full Slie Steak Each Serving)

REWARD!
A librnal rash reward will be
paid for information leading to
the identification of persons will
fully removing lanterns from our
ditches.

You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
modern methods.
Only the best in
workmanship,
materials

perfect
results
guaranteed.
Prices to suit
everybody.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND
WATER CO.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP

TEL. 634.

84 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.
50-60
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DRISCOLL WAS A SUICIDE

ROCKLAND GOT A SURPRISE

GIVEN BY FRENCH STUDENTS

H

High School Frolic In Camden Opera House Was dumber, Appearance and Calibre Of 1000 Visit- Body Found Near Point Kiln Wharf With Stone
ing Musicians Still Talk Of City
Attached To Neck
a Remarkable Success
The search for William Driscoll who set In motion by the heavy seas probceremonies for the glee clubs and
had been missing from his home | ably covered the body,
choruses in a very capable manner.
Driscoll's head was badly Injured
In the orchestra groups the Water since last Wednesday night ended
ville Girls’ Drum and Bugle Corps Sunday afternoon wn-'n an unusually j when he leaped overboard, with the
won particular attention. Thc girls low tide revealed the body a short heavy weight drawing him under, '
Driscoll made hls home with hls
wore striking uniforms of white and j distance from the Point Kilns wharf.
red, Margaret Goodrich acting as Suicidal Intent was made very clear brother, Joseph Driscoll at 16 Sea
drum major and director. Tlie Ban- to Medical Examiner H J. Welsman street place, and was caring for the
Outstanding In. successful events j
QrcjM,s(Ta directed by Adelbert I when It was discovered that a 50- latter who is in a weak physical con
taklng place in Rockland ovcr *
, wells Sprague, one of Maine’s fore- pound rock had been fastened to his dition.
period was the Eastern Maine School
He was long ln the employ of the
Music Festival
re
ur a
special attention, a large group | The gruesome discovery was made Camden & Rockland Water Co., but
which drew within the city's borders
with finely developed instrumenta- j by Frank Loren, who was rowing ln had lately been working on a WPA
over 1,000 boys and girls chiefly of
tion, a factor which many of the i the vicinity of the wharf and who project. Acquaintances say that he
High School age accompanied by
smaller schools are forced to forego could see the body plainly In the had been very despondent of late.
their supervisors and directors, to owing to lack of funds for purchas- J shallow water. Patrolmen Carl A
Driscoll was conversant with the
participate In musical activities
ing or renting Instruments. In the , Chrlstofferson and Fred E. Achorn history of Crockett s Point and could
which must have convinced tax pay band and orchestra groups, Rockland | had dragged in that Immediate name all of the old-time families
ers that the money appropriated for |
held high place, reflecting the Intelli viclnity the previous day, but kelp’ and tell where they resided.
music in. the school is far from,
gent directing given by Mr. Kirk
wasted.
patrick and Mr. Libby for thc respec
Under the general chairmanship ol
tive organizations. It Is of utmost
Mrs Esther Stevenson Rogers, super
gratification to learn that all four
visor of public school music, assisted
units entered by Rockland High won
by Supt. E. L. Toner. Harold Libby
ratings of excellent and superior.
Jr., and H E Kirkpatrick, the events
The organizations represented ln
of the day moved along like clock
the offerings, shown with their
work. and came to a triumphal close I
in the concert given at night at the [ supervisors and directors, are listed
below:
High School auditorium.
Rockland: Girls Glee CltSh. Mrs.
The only marring feature of the
Discoveries made during a long pe-| Hilliard Buzzell of Waldo County
Rogers, supervisor and director;
riod of careful investigation by were In the city yesterday ln consulday was the extremely cold and un
Boys Glee Club, (Albert McCarty;
officials of the Inshore (Coast Guard) tation with the Inshore Patrol Force.
seasonable weather and the high
Band. H. E. Kirkpatrick; orchestra,
I Patrol Force stationed at this port, and from Belfast, after their return,
wind, which, however, were braved j
Harold Libby Jr.
point to the apparent sensational dis- came word that the Coleman family
by the youngsters with gay hearts
Camden: Girls Glee Club, Mrs.
covery that Harry 8 Coleman of had given permission for the exhuand good will.
Rogers; orchestra and band, Clar
' Searsport was not the victim of a mation of the body and that an auBrewer was the first contingent to
ence Fish.
drowning accident three years ago. topsy will be performed in Searsport
report. Its bus reaching the High
Fairfield: Orchestra and Mixed
School building before 8 o'clock.
I but that he may have been slain by today.
Chorus. Mrs. Gertrude Smith.
j hi-Jackers in connection with rum
Coleman's body was found floating
From then on it was a steady ln- :
Waterville: Girls Drum and Bugle
in thc water near Sears Island Bar,
running operations.
pouring until building and grounds
Corps. Margaret Goodrich, drum
The new evidence, obtained In the which separates Searsport Harbor
were a seething crowd of enthusiastic
major and director; Orchestra. Her
course of a check-up on smuggling from 8tockton Harbor, on Dec. I,
and eager young musicians.
man Rowe.
operations, was promptly passed on 1933 He had gone duck hunting with
The events of the day opened at
Brewer: Band and Orchestra, 1 to the State officials, and through a companion on Thanksgiving day.
9. the orchestras and bands running
Charles Larsen.
the medium of Attorney General and had failed to return to hla com
off their hearings at the High
Bangor: Band. I. W. Devoe: or Clyde R Chapman who will use the panion. after going the length of the
School gym while sknultaneously at
chestra. Adelbert Wells Sprague; departmental machinery for a further bar to station himself to .'hoot at the
the Congregational Church glee clubs
Oirls Olee Club. Boys Glee Club and Investigation of the case, in co-opera Incoming birds.
and choruses held forth.
Mixed Chorus. Miss Evangeline Hart, tion with the Coast Guard officials.
Disputed possession of ten gallons
It was not a competitive festival,
supervisor and director, assisted by
Frank A. Cooper, an investigator of liquor Is said to have been the
only rating sheets being issued to
Mrs. Edith Tewksbury, assistant in the Attorney General's Depart- motive of the alleged assault which
the various directors or supervisors
supervisor.
ment; Sheriff Hiram O. Burgees oi. u now believed to have caused Coleon call. These sheets, filled in by
Bucksport: Orchestra, Miss Eliza Waldo County, and County Attorney man's death, instead of drowning.
the judges contained salient points
beth Worcestor, supervisor.
of the different types of offerings as
Milo: Orchestra and Girls Glee
I well as constructive criticism.
quent example of what youngsters ' EVERYBODY’S WORKIN'
Club, Miss Marjorie Austin, super
can do with a brief rehearsal and an ■
-------visor.
orchestras were Miss Olady Pitcher
Intelligent director. Mrs Charlotte fo Make Star Circle's ThomDexter; Orchestra and Mixed
Of C. C. Birchard Co., of Boston, a
Hopklns acted as accompanist for
.
D
c
Chorus, Mrs. Mary C. Smart, super the chorus numbers with her usual
aston Bazaar a Success—
gifted Instrumentalist and arranger
visor.
of both orchestral and vocal music
efficiency and splendid support.
Many Features
Boothbay
Harbor:
Orchestra,
A delightful feature of the after- j
------for schools; George Pullen of Oak
Recognizing the fart that thc State share. and no suggestion will be over
Arthur Harlow, supervisor,
noon chorus rehearsal was the conA big bazaar is to be held at Maland, and Arthur Roundy of Water
Belfast: Orchestra. Lloyd McKeen; trtbutlon made by William Bradlee sonic Hall, Thursday, by the Star
of Maine and all Its people ire try looked. no matter who makes it.
ville. For glee clubs and choruses
Here are a few of the things which
Oirls Olee Club and Boys Glee Club,
ing to take their place in the sun as
of Portland ln two solos sung especl- circle of Orace Chapter. There will
William Bradlee, a Portland vocal
the committee will undertake to have
Elbridge Pitcher, supervisor.
a vacation State and realizing that
teacher of Portland. Mis. Charles A.
ally for the boys and girls. Hls fine
many attractions among them a
carried out.
Searsport: Orchestra, Lloyd Mctenor voice gave great pleasure to beautiful pan spread made by the
they will have to do evervthif^- posPeople who own vacant buildings on Emery of Rockland, and Miss Marian Keen.
Stanley of Waterville.
hls youthful hearers. Mrs. Hopkins members of the Circle, a Butterfly
slble to make It attractive to visitors Maln slrert wl„
for
Rockport: Orchestra, Clarence
accompanied at the piano.
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce sion to use their windows for display
quilt and a crocheted chair back. In
Fish.
Frances Young In charge of regis the evening a novelty entertainment
has appointed a specie’ committee to purposes
Hartland: Boys Glee Club, Miss
tration and Rose Flanagan of Infor will be presented, in charge of Mrs.
study ar.d recommend suggestions
Letters will be sent to all property
Gertrude Towne.
mation were assisted by Barbara Marian B Grafton und Mrs Leila W.
that will make for thc betterment cl owners asking that, as far as pos
Bar Harbor: Mixed Chorus, Fred
the city and make it more attractive sible. signs over the stores be newly
Perry. Helen Withee, Vera Ames and Smalley, and games will be played
erick A. Wescott.
Winifred Pinkham. Albert McCarty under the direction of Ralph Carrtll.
to visitors.
painted
• • • •
In accordance with this sentiment
was master of ceremonies for glee There will be popsicles and grabs for
Hanging baskets will be secured for
At noon a parade of the participat- clubs and choruses and also for the
a meeting of the City Improvement the electric light standards in the
the children.
lng groups won high approval along evenlng
and Mllt(>n M
Committee was held at theChamber business district, this work to be done
All members are being asked to
tht line of march. A short concert of i Orlffln Ior the bands an<J orchestras, heartily co-operate to make this
of Commerce rooms, and the im through the co-operation of the Gar
the massed bands took place at Post,
good behavior of the boys and bazaar a success and to all help the
portant problem was discussed from den Club and the city.
Office Square, with Herman Rowe | glrls won approva, from the
many angles.
general chairman, Mrs Blanche C.
Automatic rubbish stands to be
turn. as Ixrmond All those donating grabs
The writer of this review, unable of Waterville conducting ln a spirited 1Jeoph. the voung
The upshot Is that every citizen placed on the principal streets and
will have an opportunity to do hls that if possible the streets be flushed to attend only one activity, chose the and finished manner. Another fea well as their supervisors and direc are asked to get them to the Worthy
ture of the midday was thc super tors. expressing appreciation of the Matron, Mrs. Lucy S Young or to
The city will be asked to have a glee clubs and choruses. Space
visors and directors luncheon at The splendid hospitality shown them Mrs. Doris Simmons, randy to Mrs.
does
not
permit
detailed
re|x>rtrtig.
clean-up week.
CALL 792 OR 8711
although the splendid showing of Thorndike. While partaking of the while ln the city. Unstinted and well Lermond, fancy articles to Carrie
Orass
between
the
ftreets
and
side

For Dependable
the young singers merited It. Once delectable menu prepared under the deserved praise was bestowed on Carroll. Members who have not
walks will be mowed.
ICE
Individuals will be asked to cover again Rockland and Camden were personal supervision of Mrs. Eugene Mrs. Rogers, who had worked untlr- been solicited may take randy,
Service
rubbish while it is being hauled so gratified to find their glee clubs O'Nell wife of the proprietor, there lngly and ln a most efficient manner cooked food, grabs, aprons, fancy
HAVENER’S ICE CO.
that the refuse will not fall on the under the direction of Mrs. Rogers was exchange of Ideaz and sugges' for the ultimate success of the tre articles, or sandwiches. Those hav
60*lt
came ln for a lion’s share of atten tions between individuals and groups mendous undertaking
ing toothbrush holders are requested
streets.
• • • «
to give them to the Worthy Matron
People will be asked to refrain from tion. This was also true of the pertaining to school music super
At the forenoon session of the before Wednesday as there Is still
dumping rubbish ln the ditches along Rockland boys directed by Albert vision. and Mrs. Rogers made an
Senior Class of
McCarty, a group making their first nouncements of remaining features hymn playing contest first prize was work to be done on them. All those
the main highway.
Thc need of additional street signs appearance at such a Festival. The of the day as well as future activi won by Charles Clark of the Junior on the various committees are asked
Warren High
will present
| and traffic directions Is urgent. The Rockland girls uniformed in white ties Including the New England Schubert Club. Kennebunk, and sec to get booths ready Wednesday night.
Tickets for the entertainment tn
Junction at Rankin block is one sweaters worn with black shirts gave Music Festival taking place ln Port ond prize by Dora Bangs of Portland
The Counsellors award for original the evening may be purchased at
which especially puzzles the stranger as numbers "Bleepy Hollow Tune" land Friday and Saturday. May 21-22.
Three-Act Comedy Drama
and "O Night of Dreams." The boys' MLss Mary Bird was luncheon chair composition went to Miss Laura Me- Whitney & Brackett's Drug store,
driving through the city.
serve. MLss Meserve. who Is a cousin from the president, Mrs. Blanche C.
numbers were “Winter Song" and man.
The
committee
has
already
been
AT TOWN HALL
The concert at night attended by of Mrs. Grace Strout of Thomaston, Lermond, or from m-mbers. The ad
notified that some of the buildings “Pickin' Cotton." Thc Camden girls
Friday Evening, May 22
now vacant are to be improved wore white. Margaret Dunton and a large and appreciative audience played her composition entitled mission fee will be 15 cents.
8.15 D.S.T.
“Gypsy Fiddle” at the afternoon
Catherine Ohisholtn acted as ac offered thia program:
shortly.
Admission 25 Cents
meeting.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Everyone who has a pride in Rock companists in a most efficient man Oteetlnga,Mayor L. A Thurston
DANCE AFTER
By Gladys St. Clair Heistad
land will not have to be asked twice ner. The fine stage deportment, March—Thc Broadcaster
THE LASS O' GOWRIE
The Glow Worm
to co-operate with the committee ln poise and dignity of all three groups
Rockland High School Band
Twas on a summer's afternoon.
H.
E
Kirkpatrick,
director
For
Air
Mail
correspondence
you
made
a
most
favorable
impression.
Its very earnest effort to make Rock
A wee afore the sun gaed doun.
Chorus—The Heavens Resound
will want a box of Rytex Feather A lassie wl' a braw new goun
Frederick A Wescott ot Bar
OLD AND NEW DANCES land a city that will be talked about The Rockland. Camden and Milo
Cam
’ o'er the hills to Gowrle.
Harbor, directing
clubs were the only groups to sing Trombone solo—Thc Wanderer. Harlow printed Stationery. This is an extra The rosebud wash'd in summer's shower
ln terms of praise.
Every Tuesday and
Bloomd
fresh within the sunny
light sheet of paper printed with
Eldridge Stone of Waterville
without their music, a feature which
bower:
Ernest Upton, accompanist
Thursday Nights
your
name
ana
address
to
match
the
But
Kitty
was
the fairest flower
McGill
always scores a hit. The Bangor Baritone—Duna.
That e'er was seen In Cowrie.
Policeman (to tramp sitting on top
Without a Song,
Youmans colored printed lining in the enve
Glencove Grange Hall
Mixed Chorus and Oirls Glee Club
Francis Havener of Rockland
of oak tree) Hey, what are you doing
Music By
lope. The price is only SI 50 a box To see her cousin she cam' there:
Catherine Chisholm, accompanist
had a very able accompanist, evi
An' oh! the scene was passing fair.
up
there?
Chorus
—Out on thc Deep (Boys' chorus) for 50 double sheets and 50 envelopes, For
Chas. Woodcock’s Orchestra
what In Scotland can compare
dently from the student body. FairElbridge Pitcher, director
Wl' (he Carse o' Oowrle
Tramp: I don't know; I must have
60-62
Levee 8ong
including the printing See samples The
sun was setting on the Tay.
field High Mixed Chorus ln "O
Mr Wescott, director
sat on an acorn.
at The Courier-Gazette office. Post The blue hills meeting Into gray.
The Home Road
Lovely Night" and “Czecho-61oThe
mavis and the blackbird's lay
Mrs Rog»rs, director
age 10 cents.
Were sweetly heard ln Oowrle.
v aktan Dance Song" did splendid work

Setting the style for a novel type of i Felt who sang the plaintive "Lost,"
Interscholastic pleasure meet, Cam- Russell Young of that place, being
den High School took an energetic her partner at the Ivories. "Chloe,”
step Friday night when its modem- a vocal trio by Freda Burkett. Dorominded French students. Instructed thy Lord and Ruth Damery of Cam
by Milford Payson, sponsored a den Mrs Vlra Thomas, accompanist,
fashionable “Major Bowes Amateur' afforded a display of quaint costumHour," floor show and dance in the , lng reminiscent of crinoline days.
Opera House.
Laura Beattie of Thomaston, ln
The direct object of th% creative clear tone and expressive quality, gavo
effort was to defray the expenses of beauty to that popular song, “Alone
the Junior and Senior French classes for which Russell Young played the
on an educational trip to Quebec., but supplement. Palms were briskly ex
aside from this estimable goal, any ercised throughout the program and
activity which furthers good will, un- Barbara Derry of Rockland, by rea
derstanding and friendliness among son of her gladsome tap dancing, was
neighboring High Schoelers, such as the occasion for much of it. Cath
this did. Is definitely progressive.
erine Chisholm at the piano sharing
Pupils from Knox and Waldo coun her honors. Miss Derry received
ties participated
loving cup as first award, based on
The soothing, mellow tones of “All applause by the audience, Donald
right, all right" were heard from Dr. Welt appearing to have been a close
Oeorge W. Pullen of Camden, under- second.
studying for Major Bowes ln adept
Dancing by vlctrola amplification
Imitation. A vocal duet titled "So is "something different" certainly,
Long.” by Orace Russell and Dick J but the young students discovered It
Blackington. launched the doings to entirely practical md proceeded to
a flying start. Freda Burkett accom use Its rhythm with evident approval
panying at the piano. Elocution as a
A floor show interspersed the
fine art has been mastered by Don dances, containing on Its list a hula
ald Welt of Rockport, as no one hula dance, with regulation wrigdoubts who listened to hls humorous glings, by Tina Proctor, barefoot and
selection “Romeo and Juliet" which decked in grass skirl.
Beverley
yielded wide scope to hls speaking > Orover. tapping nimble steps In
prowess.
costume of red silk trimmed ln gilt
Reverting to a vocal selection, was decidedly pleasing, while Marilyn
Barbara Heal of Lincolnville and ■ Davis of Lincolnville Beach seemed
Bernice Heath of Camden Joined1 like no one so much as an Isadora
melodious notes In that lovely num Duncan ln the making. Haarlem is
ber. “Lights Out." with accompani said to be the originating point of
ment by Freda Burkett, following "truckin' "—If so. the territory is no
which the "Barnacle Bill Oirls" of closed book to Elisha Richards, for he
Rockland, sextet ln nautical regalia, has the technique down to a science
made the boards echo to fast toe
Wholesome fun with a cultural aim
twinkling. Catherine Chisholm of was the keynote of the Crimson and
Rockland was pianist ln this num- Oray's first Spring Frolic, its Joyous
j ber for: Barbara Derr/. Norma Hav- j reception giving promise of future
rner. Barbara Murray. Mary Egan, social functions and the rebirth of
■ Virginia Haskell and Stella Young, defunct school spirit.—By Kay McFrom Thomaston hailed Marian Donald

BODY TO BE EXHUMED

Evidence Found By Coast Guardsmen Here
Points To Possible Murder Of Searsport Man

ROCKLAND A BETTER CITY

ELLEN SMITH ORCHESTRA

SIM’S

C ou ri er - gazette

TEL. 1123-W
58tf

Committee Hoping To Do It Advances Excellent
Methods—You Can Help

“ Jud8es for bands and

“PLAIN SISTER”

Special for May and June

RYTEX POLKA
•

PRINTED STATIONERY

A DISCRETELY GAY WRITING CREATION WITH THE
SMART LITTLE POLKA DOT BORDER ON SHEETS AND
ENVELOPES.

Double or Note Sheets with the gay polka border in Green,
Blue, Violet or Brown.

30 SHEETS
30 ENVELOPES

$1.00

Postage 10c Extra

Country Oardens,

• Printing on Sheets and Envelopes in Blue, Green,
Brown or Violet ink.
O Polka borders—bright as a flower garden—In Blue,
Green, Violet or Brown.
< Sperlal! Be sure to buy several boxes at this low
price for future use and for delightful gifts.

BEACH FARM INN

THE COURIER GAZETTE

SPECIAL CHICKEN OR STEAK DINNERS $1.00

JEFFERSON, MAINE

Opens Sunday, May 24
Other Dinners, 35c, 50c, $1.00
60*61

Grainger

Harold Libby Jr. conductor
under the direction of Mrs. Gertrude
Light Cavalry Overture
Have your car inspected before the
Clarence Fish, conductor
Smith. The Dexter group directed
first of June. Nilo’s Garage—adv.
Combined orchestras of Rockland,
by Mrs. Mary C. Smart displayed
Rockport and Camden
—Drink To Me Only With Thine
some exceptionally fine tenor voices. Chorus
Eyes
Special for May only. Rytex "Band
Mrs Mary C. Smart, director
Albert McCarty acted as master of
Box" printed stationery. Fine, white
Juanita
Old Black Joe
vellum paper, with a band across the
Mr. Wescott, conductor
TURKEY DINNER
Violin solo—Konzert No 9.
Berlot top In pastel shades. One hundred
Francis Carver of Milo
SUNDAY, $1.00 per plate
sheets and 100 envelopes (double the
Miss Marjorie Austin, accompanist
Moosehead Coffee House Chorus—Soldiers' Chorus from "Faust". usual quantity) printed with your
Gounod
name and address or monogram.
Mr. Pitcher, conductor
and Cabins
GREENVILLE, ME.
The massed _ chorus contained Only $1. a box at The Courier-Ga58*60
around 350 voices, and was an elo-;w*tte office Postage 10c,

O lang the lassie I had wood.
And truth and constancy had vow'd.
But cam' nae speed wi her I lo’cd
Until ahe saw fair Gowrle
I pointed to my father's ha'—
Von bonnle belld ayont the shaw.
Sae lown that there nae blast could
blow —
Wad she no bide In Oowrle?

falther was balth glad and wae;
mlther she wad naelhlng say.
balrnles thoct thay wad get play
Kitty gaed to Oowrle
whiles did smile, she whiles did
greet;
The blush and tear a-ere on her cheek;
She naethlng said, and hung her head —
Bui now she's Leddy Oowrle.
Her
Her
The
If
She

- Lady Nalrne
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A SALMON PARADISE

The Courier-Gazette

HE MAKES PIPES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Ye are the light of the world. A
city set upon a hill cannot be hid.
—Matt. 5: 14.

HIS ROSY TALK

Every-Other-Day

II

Commissioner Feyler Has Closed Denny’s River
To Weir and Net Fishing

... and knows

what to put in ’em!

ERG SOON!

What promises to be New Eng- including Dennysvllle and is said to
land's most exciting, popular and be the only stream on the Atlantic j
prolific salmon fishing streams was Coast south of Canada, entirely free
made available exclusively to lovers from obstructions and pollution. As
Superficial Views
of the rod and reel by Rodney E the fish arc hampered in their trek j
Feyler. Commissioner of Sea and up stream by weirs and nets at the (
(From a dispatch to the Boston
Shore Fisheries.
This morning, river's mouth it was believed neces- 1
Herald)
when he officially closed Denny's sary that some action be taken if |
Washington, May 16—President
River, “down east,” to weir and net this attraction was to be capitalized.
spvciul factory representative
Roosevelt was accused of superficial,
fishing. Conducting an investiga
Messrs Prouty, Allan and Pike!
•will be here
confused economic thinking and of
tion and public hearing at Dennys were very optimistic about the pos-'
drawing the "weightiest conclusions"
vllle as the result of a request by the sibilities of making the river one of
recently formed Denny's River Sal- th“ country's best known fishingI
« from limited, misleading points of
mon Cluh. Commissioner Feyler was streams and stated that it would be
view by Senator Daniel O. Hastings j
convinced of the possibilities of this of great value to Dennysvllle and the
ol Delaware, in an address here to
stream as a great natural attraction surrounding country. Mr. Allan, a
night.
Displaying a complete line of
to sportsmen and predicts that it hotel proprietor said that he knew of,
will receive nationwide publicity in 1125 out of State fishermen who were j
Announced as a “reply to Presi
Nunn • Bush Ankle Fashioned
a short time.
waiting for the chance to try the
dent Roosevelt’s speech in New York
oxfords for men und young
“I have • carefully studied this stream and that he believed that
made April 23, 1936," Senator Hast
men. One hundred fifty styles to
situation and ln line with the pur- hundreds more would be on their way
ings in his discussion contended that
pose of this Department to rebuild just as soon as the season started.
choose from.
President Roosevelt had given figures
| our fishing industry and give the ' Dennysville end surrounding towns
or. the national income and on the
greatest amount of service to the need some new business and industry
federal deficit which were far rosier
State as a whole I am declaring the and the closing of this stream will
than those given by Chairman Eccles
Denny's River closed to weir and net bring thousands of dollars into the '
THE IK. & L. LEAGUE
of the federal reserve board and Sec
fishermen," he said.
community,” said Mr. Prouty. It
Your Attendance Is
retary Morgenthau before the Senate
About 70 citizens attended the was said that the Club now had 70
St
Cordially Invited
George Gained Half
finance committee. He charged the
hearing and the principal speakers members and that its goal of 5001
President in this connection with a
| in favor of closing thc stream were would be reached ln a short time.
a Game Saturday With,
“deliberate efort" to "confuse and
Earl Prouty of Edmonds. H. H. Allan
The quartet of net and weir fisher
Rockland Idle
mislead."
of DennysviUe, president of the dub. men make about $300 each annually
and A. W. Pike of Lubec. Three of but were “willing to have the river
Blames False Theories
Today’s Games: Camden at Thom
the four weir anti net fishermen were closed if the town would benefit." aston; Rockland at Vinalhaven; lUnIn his biting attack. Senator Hast
present and wlien questioned offered The club agreed to buy their nets coin Academy at St George.
ings also challenged Uie President's
no objection to having their nets out and equipment and to give them
views of purchasing power as errone
lawed.
preference in any work that might
At st- Oeor6e Saturday the home ,
ous. a circumstance, he said, which
Thus river runs from Meddybemps be done to improve tlie river as a team defeated Tliomaston 11 to 10
Lake through a virgin wlldemes.-. portsman’s haven of delight.
( Full score in Thursday's issue,
gave a clue to "most of the difficulties
winding its way for twenty two miles
Prominent men in that section
The Lincoln Academy-Vinalhaven ,
which our country has experienced ln
to the ocean and is a natural spawn- have extended their appreciation to Kame “PP^ntly d‘d not materialize.
the past three years.”
PROMISES ACTION
ir.g ground for huge sea salmon. It Commissioner Feyler ln making this
THE P. T. A. ELECTS
As for Mr. Roosevelt's discussion
The League Standing
passes through several communities (attraction possible.
of buying power, the Delaware sena
St George's victory Saturday put ,
tor charged that “not a single state Gov. Brann Is Handed Many Albert McCarty Is the New
Coach Rawley's team only one game
ment of the President ts supported by
behind Rockland. The present stand- ;
President
—
A
Busy
Year
Resolution! On the Baththe facts."
ing is:
Just Closed
Brunswick Route
"One is not surprised," he said,
Won
I-ost
“that the President should be led
Rockland
..
4
0
The
Rockland
Parent-Teacher
As

ickland
As- II
.1
|i«»i
...
The secretary of the Four Counties
astray by such people as Tugwell and
„ 3
1
sociation held the final meeting of the MUniley-rllll I OSt 3110 AllXlliarV Are Getting St. Oeorge
Fnn/lav nloM of
fh* UtcrH
®
2
other economic quacks. If the Presi Republican Club presented to Gov season Monday
Camden
....
..
2
night at the High
dent should turn his wrath from the Brann Wednesday, just before he left ! ovuuui
Vinalhaven
... 1
school auditorium
auuiMHiuui with a program
2
industrial autocrats and clean his for Washington, the Resolutions' consising of piano solos by Misses
Lincoln .....
... 1
4
Thcmaston .......... 0
own administration cf some of these that had been secured from various Catherine Chisholm and Dorothy 1
numbers by | An intensive membership campaign should see Harold Corthell of the Corover-privileged theorists and spend
and
vccal
Sherman
cities, towns, counties and organiza
thrifts that now surround him, the
George Huntley. John M Richard-‘ will be conducted during the next four' thell clothing store in Camden, which
BUSY SCALLOPERS
tions relative to the construction of
people of the country would have
son. president pro-tern, welcomed weeks by Huntley-Hill Post. Veterans carries a complete line of Legion and
greater confidence in him and in his the Court Street Route between those assembled and extended thanks of Foreign Wars, in anticipation of VT W uniforms. For information as Brought 3200 Gallons To
administration. If he would tum hls Brunswick and Bath, and the matter to all who had so splendidly co- the Department encampment. June| to securing a uniform on the face of
Feyler’s Wharf Over the1
attention from the price level, which of putting 'Route 1 in condition from! operated during the year.
19. 20. 21 in this city. Representation your bonus see Comrade John Ken
Weekend
seems to have hypnotized him. and Brunswick to Bangor’so that it will
The awarding of the good citizen- at the encampment will be based on nedy or Commander Oliver R. Hamlin
instead of harassing industry and | be a pleasure rather than a disagree- ship medals by Mrs. Mary Southard the number of members in the Post J
Thirty-two hundred gallons of deep
giving it an occasional breathing able task for the motorist to use this ', was the high light of the evening, one delegate for every 15 member
Comrade John Ouistin. chairman of
i Offered by the National Society of the In announcing the inauguration of thei credentials. urges every veteran cf th- sea scallops were landed at Feyler's
spell, he would sincerely give it the route.
Gov Brann told Mrs Hutchins that ( D A.R. and S A R they embraced such local V.F.W. recruiting campaign towho „ out of work an() wuhes over the weekend, giving the 1936 sea
signal to ’go,’ he could still, in the
he
would
take
up
the
matter
at
once
I
qualifications
as
scholarship,
eitizenday.
Commander
Oliver
R
Hamlin
make
of Ws spare t,m.
fcfe son an auspicious start. The Louis
remaining months of his administra
Thebaud, Captain Lew Wallace,
tion which is left to him, make a We trust that he will do so. as the de- ship and character. The boy and girl said that a survey is being made for him at hu barber shop Yo>J wiu
brought in 1300. the Madeline and
mand
for
this
action
is
almost
unani-1
from
Junior
High
School
to
receive
the
purpose
of
determining
cf
local
we
n
for
the
time"
you
put
in
on
contribution to American welfare.
Flora, Captain Charles Carver,
mous on the part of the voters of' this honor were Miss June Johnson Overseas veterans eligible to mem- this work
Holds Farts Overlooked
brought in 13C0, and the Alice Mav.
Sagadahoc. Lincoln, Knox and Waldo i and Daniel Munro.. The report of bershtp in the VTW. Only veterans
“In his New York speech, all that Counties.
Captain Howard Anderson of Cam
the secretary ar.d treasurer showed a who have seen Overseas service and
Comrade Junior Vice Commander den brought in 600.
he appears to see of the entire eco
The Four Counties' Republican Club busy and useful year. Mr. Richard- campaign service under the American
Ralph Colson of Camden who met
nomic picture is the laying off of is still securing resolutions asking for i son opened the meeting to suggestions flag on foreign soil or ln hostile I with a serious accident last month at These trips put about $3500 in cir
culation demonstrating the value of
| waters ate eligible to become mem-1
some workers, the reduction of some this action, and feels confident that | and criticisms.
Camden is up and about, and will at this phase of the fishing industry to
no city, town or organization in the
The nominating committee repre- pers 0[ the Veterans of Foreign Warsi
wages and the lengthening of some
tend the next regular meeting of the Knox County. Most of the crews are
four counties will fail to pass such a sented by Principal Blaisdell present- or the United States. Every member
Post.
work hours during the depression
ed
these
names
for
nomination
and
■
o
f
t
he
Huntley-Hill
Past
has
appli-l
made up of local men and the boats
Resolution.
Prom this he concludes that purchas- j
are owned by local men. Many fami
they
were
duly
elected;
President,
cation
cards
and
every
Overseas
vetFor several years Route 1 traffic
Sister Agnes Colette of the Auxili
ing power is so greatly reduced and J
has been sent by way of Brunswick, Albert McCarty; vice president. John eran should nne himself up and join! ary is a patient at Knox Hospital. Ail lies are supported by these boats. The
that for that reason alone business Augusta and Bangor. While the four M. Richardson; secretary. Margaret tbis organization. The veterans ol,
crew shares are practically all clrcugoes down and down. He entirely counties along the shore are not in Hellier. and treasurer. Mary Haskell. the Spanish War. the Philippine In-I sisters of the auxiliary and friends
. , , lated in local trade channels, the boat
overlooks all of the other factors.
C8n SC<? her there now on "£1 n’ supplies are purchased from the local
dividually strong enough to cause a A short speech by Mr McCarty closed surrection. the China Relief Expedi- hours.
"He overlooks the facts that such change, united, they represent ten per the meeting,
stores and the marketing ot the scaltion, the Nicaraguan Campaigns and
'’ ’ '
lops bring greater activity to one of
reduction ot wages and such length cent of the total vote in the State,
various other services recognized by
There are only two more meetingand fastMt growlng
ening of hours, as trken place during and no State can afford to antagonize
the United States Government by the before the encampment, comrades.
NORTH HAVEN
a depression, are but a temporary such a large number of its voters.
1 issuance of campaign
campaign medals
medals are |
commander and show fish plants.
thing and always pass as recovery
This is not a party issue. It is bej
Greenlaw was a recent Rock eligible to membership in this Post. ! the department that Rockland is the
advances and that thc quicker the re ing backed by every person who has land vJsjtor
For information see Commander
PLEASANT POINT
best convention city in the State.
covery, the quicker wages advance business interests in the area, regard-1
Clyde G. Young has been visiting
__ __________
Hamlin or any other member.
and hours are again shortened.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of Huntley- hls family in South Portland for a
less of political affiliation.
Kilo does not sell cheap oil or
Tune in cn the blue network ol the
"What the President does not see
Resolutions have been presented to grease
-p[ic bpSt js bad enough,
Hill Post has one more meeting be- few days.
I National Broadcasting Company at i fore the encampment, and President
is the fact that when the overexten the Governor, Executive Council and yjilo's.—adv.
Belle Orne R. N.. of Augus
sion of credit during a boom brings State Highway Commission by;
j_________________________________ _ 10.15 a. m. standard Saturday. May Lora Boynton asks that every sister passed the weekend with her parents
30. for thc annual coast to coast Me- J be present to take up the important Mr. and Mrs Ansel Oine.
about a misalignment of wages,
The City of Bath.
prices, profits and debts there is only
mortal Day radio program of the Vet- • —
Rockland Chamber of Commerce.
business that wU
will, arise. The cha)r
chair-j1 Laurice
Laurice Nicholson
Nicholson of
of Monhegan
ALCOHOLIC
one way to get back to a sound basis
erans of Foreign War- of the United man
tf)e various committees will was in this commun.ty for a short
Waldoboro Lions Club.
States. Commander-in-chief James
#t
meeting Junp 5 „ lh£ llme recenlly
That sound basis is not devaluation.
Winterport Chamber of Commerce
HANGOVER
E. Van Zandt. speaking from Wash lodge rooms in K of P hall, over the Ansel Orne has employment at F
It is to re-align these factors, or U
Rockland Lions Club.
Goes in Jiffy
ington. will deliver the address.
give them a chance to realign them
Damariscotta-Newcastle Board of
Western Union office. Sister Myra A. Flinton's.
• with Bell-an»
• • • a
selves. If we can in thc- future pre Trade.
Watts is general chairman of the en-1 Miss Melba Ulmer of Waldoboro
Commander
Oliver
R.
Hamlin
re

vent credit expanding beyond a cer
Lincoln Pomona Grange, No. 19.
campment committee and is leaving spent thc week with Mrs. Lawrence
quests every member be presen. at the
tain capacity to repay, we could
County Commissioners of Lincoln
nothing undone to give the depart- J Stimpson.
next
meeting
May
25
to
do
his
part
in
greatly limit any readjustment our County.
ment officers the best encampment. Bert Carter was an Augusta visitor
the coming State Department En I they have ever witnessed. Sister I recently.
economic system from time to time Waldoboro Board of Trade.
campment to be held here June 19.
would require. Tlie failure of the
Damariscotta - Newcastle Rotary
20 and 2l' The’ reports of the’ vancus' Olad>'s HamUn
chalnnan of thel
Young and Lawrence StimpPresident to see these things is a Club.
registratlon, Sister Edna Hill chair- son took a yacht built by thc Morse
committees will be in order. Special
very real tragedy.”
Selectmen of the Town of Waldo
man of housing. Sister Vivian Hewett Boatbuilding Corp, of Thomaston to
HEADQUARTERS
committees will be appointed, and the
Senator Hastings recalled that boro.
Ls chairman of the banquet and ball. City Island, N. Y., on (May 10. They
plans in general will be laid out for
President Roosevelt in his New York
Rotary Club of Bath.
The chairman on publicity Is Helen were accompanied by Mr. Downs of
the most successful encampment ever
speech had said “we are on our way.”
Four Counties’ Republican Club
Philadelphia, owner, as far as New
Johnson, past president.
held in Maine.
“Everybody knows that that is Inc.
port, R. I.
Comrade Charles Hill chairman of
true,” the senator commented, “but Selectmen of Edgecomb.
' Dues for 1936 are payable to Quar
thc dance committee, has turned over
Frances J. Morse
Municipal Officers of the Town of
ls asking himself the question,
termaster John J. Kennedy who.-e ad$1C9 to the Post since dances were J Funeral services were held May 10
“where are we going?” Does any Damariscotta.
dre is Collins street, Camden. Maine,
started a few months ago. Comrade for Frances J., widow of Albion
Community Garden Club of Wal
body have any notion where men
or see him at the Post meeting next
Hill urges that the dance committee! Morse former boat builder of this
like Tugwell, Hopkins and Wallace, doboro.
Monday night. The dues arc $3 a
Waldoboro Improvement Associates.
turn out in full force Saturday night. town. Tlie large attendance and
who have an important voice in this
year, but are payable in quarterly
quantity of lovely flowers indicated
administration, are going to take us?”
payments of 75 cents. Every com
For information on the encamp the affectionate thoughts of relatives
LINCOLNVILLE
rade of the Post should get in line ment from now until June 19. read
and friends who survive Mrs. Morse.
A young lad ordered a Spanish
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wentworth of
ani |iay his dues so as to be able to your local newspaper. The CourierFor nearly three years deceased had
omelet at the counter of a New Searsmont were callers at George
attend the encampment. Let's have Gazette.
been confined to her bed, her sons
York restaurant the other day. Thc Thorndike's recently.
Huntley-Hill Post paid up 100 per
j and daughter providing for her every
order arrived in due course, but the
Mr. and Mrs Earl Dority and chil
cent before thc encampment.
wish, those caring for her including
clerk noticed that the boy made no dren drove Sunday to Morrill to c all
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse, Ferdi
move to eat it. “Wliatsa matter?" on Mrs. Dority’s sister, Mrs. Charles YOUR COMPLETE PAINTING JOP. Comrade James J. Monohan i the
nand Morse, Miss Lizzie Young and
he said. “Don't you like the ome Meservey.
BUY
poppy chairman for the Post and j
CAN BE CONVENIENTLY
' Mrs. Eva Wincapaw.
let? ” “Sure." said the boy. "It looks
Mr. and Mrs. Kerwin Rogers moved ARRANGED IN OUR STORE
sister Helen Neild for the Auxiliary,
Mrs. Morse was born in Friendship
fine.” “Well, why don't you—’’ start Saturday to their new home in
and that means that there will be
SWP HOUSE PAINTS
May 24. 1851. daughter of William
ed the clerk. Just at that minute up Liberty.
two live wires on the Job next Satur
PASSENGER—TRUCK
steamed a man with all the earmarks
It is understood that $600 of flood
day. V.F.W. poppy day in Rockland. ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT C. and Eliza (Thompson) Dwyer,
She is survived by me brother Wil
of an importane executive. “Here funds will be expended on the roads
USED CARS
The sales and history of the poppy
PAINT HEADQUARTERS
BOUGHT AND SOLD
liam Dwyer of Martinsville; three
you arc, sir,” said the lad. hopping of this section. It certainly is needed
will be heard over the sound sy.-.tem I
sons, Wilbur of Tliomaston, Thomas
down from the seat. Tlie executive and will be appreciated.
on the streets Saturday.
• • • •
of Oakland, Calif., and Ferdinand of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gurney of
slid onto the stool, picked up the
ROCKLAND
TEL.
14,
ROCKLAND.
ME.
Any
veteran
interested
in obtaining RANKIN ST..
this place; also several nieces and
fork and started in like sixty on the Belfast called Sunday at Mrs. Addie
57Ttf
60-tf a new uniform for the encampment I
nephews.
Lassell's.
omelet.

Senator Hastings Discusses
Some Of the Confused and

NunnBush

Thursday, May 21

GREGORY’S

BERT NICHOLS tools pipes out
of apple-wood. Mighty sweet
smoking they are too, loaded
up with Prince Albert. Bert
says, “Yes, sir, P. A. gave me
my first cool smoke. ’’Get next
to mild, tasty, “crimp cut’’
Prince Albert yourself. No
other tobacco is like it—for
pipes or "rnakin’s.”

Bentley School
' Modern business demands specialists.
• Bentley training makes specialists.

*1 Bentley graduates are in demand.
Send for

catai.oc.

The BENTLEY SCHOOL ofACCOUNTING & FINANCE
921 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts
II. C. BertlkY, C. P. A., Pratident

THE FOREIGN WAR VETERANS

Ready For Their Coining

Prices on D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite have been
considerably reduced. They will not remain at their
present levels indefinitely. Now is the time to order
ell or part of your coal supply for the year before they
90 up again.

M.B.&C.O. PERRY
519-MAIN ST.,

TEL 487

Til

For Painters
and Paperhangers

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES

Sherwin-Williams

W. H. GLOVER CO.

MILLER’S GARAGE

THE RIGHT SPOT
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
room or a tenement is the “To Let” column of The
Courier-Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.
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Every-Other-Day
The Entered Apprentice degree
will be conferred toy Aurora Lodge
Masons tomorrow night at a special
meeting.

I >36

MAV

i93<

There will be a special meeting of
Anderson. Camp, Sons of Union
Veterans tonight. Two candidates
| will be initiated.

V v r.’-V.'i"'!
3 4 5 .
« 8,9
10 II IZ : 13 lA 15,16
IV 18 19 zo 21; 12 13
1* 25 26 27 28 19 30
31 C, fc.. . 6r . At .G*/

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 21—Ascension Day.
May 21—Baptist Men's League meeting.
May 21—Thomaston- Masonic hall, an
nual bazaar. Star Circle o( Orace
Chapter. O.ES.
Mav 22—Warren—Senior play "Plain
Sister" at Town hall
May 22—Thomaston- Dance recital of
Doris Heald's pupils ln Watts hall.
May 23—Buddy Poppy sale by Veter
ans of Foreign Wars.
May 24—Memorial Sunday services at
thr Congregational Church.
May 25—Vlnalhaven—Fox Island 4-H
Club present "The Malting Over or
Sadie" In Orange hall
May 28 Knox County WCTU. meeta
al Baptist Church In Camden.
May 30—Memorial Dav.
May 30 Opening of Lakewood Theater.
May 31—Whitsunday.
June 5 Dance Recital by pupils of
Ellse Allen Corner School of tne Dance
at Park Theatre
June 5-0. Fiftieth Anniversary Patri
archs Militant to be observed ln Bel
fast
June 7—Trinity Sunday
June »-Republican National Conven
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention OAR.
and allied bodies In Rockland
June 10—Annual meet'ug of Unlver
sallst Mission Circle with Mrs Katheryn
St Clair. Crescent Beach.
June 11 -Vlnalhaven—High School
commencement exercises In Memorial
haH
June 14—Flag Day.
June 15—Primary Election.
June
16 Camden—Whitehall
Inia
opens.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
th* Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In thia city.
June 20—Limerock Valley Pomona
Orange meets at Vlnalhaven with Pleas
ant River Olange.
June 26-20—Lewiston—American Le
gion and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions
July
20 Rockport -Baptist Ladles
Clrcie midsummer fair.
July 30-31 - Warren’S bl-centennlal
celebration.
Aug. 6-6 Rockport—Carnival-Regatta
Aug 12-Owls Head -Church fair.

Kiwanians listened with much in
terest last night to Frederick Rich
ards of Rockport, who told of his ex
periences as a Naval Ensign.
Capt. Warren, McFadden and
Alvah E. Epear, representing Gen.
Berry lodge, K. of P, go tomorrow
to Portland to attend the Orand
Lodge sessions.

Bummer has come, and so have the
gypsies. Six loads of the uninvited
visitors passed through the city
yesterday, each detachment riding in
a seven passenger car.

POPPY DAY
BUDDY POPPY DAY

..... —- ■

•' • - •

for

|
That's all one full pint
can at Acme Quality
ENAMEL KOTt
costs you—enough to
comoieve’y ef n'sh
your breakfast oom
set—make
good ae
new Choice at 10 bhl
uanc colors.

Kendrick Libby has Joined thc |
Frosts the last ot the week raised
FAR ABOVE EARTH
havoc with some early crops and posy sales staff of McLoon Sales &
beds. And many furnaces went back Service.
What Was Learned By Sci
Into commission.
ence Through the Recent j
A meeting of the Knox County
Leroy Archer Campbell of Camden Woman's Republican Club will be
Stratosphere Flight
is one of two Maine students to win held at the Court House Friday at
The Invisible, mysterious cosmic'
scholarships at the Yale Graduate 2 30. All members are asked to at
rays that rain straight down on the j
tend.
School for advanced study.
earth at terrific speeds from outer '
The charts show us that Dodges The w.C.T.U. meets Friday at 2.30 space are thickest 10-i miles above |
Mountain ls about C30 feet above sea
jjrs< Kate Brawn, 270 Broadway. sea level. Above that altitude these j
I level. Not much of a mountain, per- j AU locftl direcU)rs of department work j vertical rays decrease in number,
haps, but it's the best we've got and are requested to be present, with
Tills was found to be true over
is not for sale
South Dakota on Nov. 11, last, when
written reports.
thc stratosphere balloon, Explorer II,
William Small, who has been hav
Fred Goodnow, lor 12 years with reached the greatest height ever at
ing an extended hospital experience
Sawyer's Pharmacy ln Bangor, has tained by man.
and whose condition ul one time was assumed managerial duiies at Corner
This newly discovered fact about
very critical, is able to be out again, Drug Store, Inc. Mr Ooodnow is a cosmic rays is announced in an
and is gaining rapidly.
article ln the National Geographic
registered druggist.
Magazine for May, by Captain Albert
Oeorge W. Kittrpdge. son of Mr.
Optometrists of the Southern Zone j w. Stevens, which outlines the
and Mrs. Scott Kittredge of South
of the Maine Association of Optome- scientific results so far obtained
Thomaston has passed the mental
trists will meet Thursday at 7.30 j from a study by cooperating scientests for an Annapolis appointment
.
.u
i, #
. . , p m. in Rockland, with Dr. Bradford j fists, of the instrument readings '
and now awaits the call for physical ' ______ “ '
•
... ........ .... ,
...
Burgess ln charge. Tin educational; made during the'record stratosphere
examination
I session will be devoted to a study of flight.
trout
tipping the I ' Tlie Latest Research Work in Opto- I’hotogTxfih Shows Earth Curvature
A square tail
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Semter Cra on©

Graduation and

Party

DRESSES
White and Colors

Organdy

Plain and Figured
beam at 4i^ lbs., probably the largest j metric Procedure,
The balloon, sent up from the
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
ever taken from Alford's Lake, was
Black Hills under the auspices of tfie I
_ j As The Courier-Oazette was about
will conduct their annual sale of
on exhibition yesterday ot Crie Hard
National
Geographic Society and
1 to go to press preparations were be"Buddie Poppies" Saturday. May
ware Co. Merle Hutchinson was the
tlie United Slates Army Air Corps,
ing made at the Snow shipyard for
23. I hope that all our citizens
fortunate fisherman.
I was commanded by Captain Stevens 'sLi
the launching of the new Islesboro
i Jacket and Cape Styles
will give as much as possible to
and piloted by Captain Orvll Ander
The craft
this benefit for disabled veterans
The Rockland High School authori ferryboat Oov. Brann
son.
and the widows and orphans of
ties have no connection with the trip was to be christened by Miss Evelyn
Accompanying thc article are re
veterans.
which some of the pupil ' are making Randlette of Islesboro, and a party productions of two photographs
J Special Price For
Leforest A. Thurston.
to Vinalhaven today. Pupils go at of about 40 was expected from that made from the greatest height to
5 worth of
town.
The
craft
nas
already
been
Mayor
their own risk and the school can
,
Graduation
which a camera has ever been taken.
ACME QUALITY* '-rS
issue.
accept no responsibility for the Jour described in this
____
One phows 4hie curvature oj 'the
ney.
HOUSE PAINT
John W Lane qualified as straw j
Suspended from a bo'sn's chair 92 horizon. 330 miles away, photograhat man No. 1. even if he did have to ,
may save you
feet above the greensward Jack phlc evidence that the earth is
The "Ccurt Hour; Crowd" wxs Crooker, a Portland steeplejack lound; the oilier the appearance of
supplement the ltd with ear lappers j
>150 in repairs
and a fur overcoat. Yesterday, how- I
| back to normalcy yesterday with yesterday polished off the Grand the earth straight downward from a
the return of Miss Maty Veazie. clerk Army flag-pole „nd nonchalantly point nearly 14 miles above sea level,
ever, a number of straw lids were
in the Register of Probate, who has continued the performance as lie Another of llie illustration ■ with tlie
being worn with real satisfaction.
been spending a week's vacation in gradually worked his way down tlie article is a inicrophotographol a phoSizes 12 to 40
Boston Mrs Alfred Strout of Thom pole. Linwood Lewis of Falmouth tographic plate carried on tlie flight. |
iRuth Dondls, treasurer of thc
aston substituted in her absence.
ACME QUALITY
Rockland Alumni Association and
Foreside served as "ground man" j I’1 the emulsion of the plate Ls a
HOUSE PAINT
six helpers, Irma Pickett, Louise
meantime, but the two artists alter- [ track or path plowed by a rushing
"Trail's End" at Ash Point had its
(New Era)
flolliver,
Virginia
Richardson,
cosmic ray believed by Dr. T. R.
[
opening
Sunday and patrons were nate on occasions. Among the many Wilkins, of I lie University of Roches
Paint
vour
home
NOW
and
Marlon Mullen, Virginia Post and
•«feguard your investment
onlookers could be found nobody
again delighted with the quality of
Nathalie Jones are beginning collec
ter, to have been the core of a helium W
who seemed exactly envious.
shore dinner which is being served }
tion of dues.
atom driven with the vast energy of 9/
ACME QUALITY
j by Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lewis. A piazza
100.000.000 electron volts. Thts track
Test
your
own
brakes
on
the
white
INTERIOR GlOSS
, has been built on the seaward side, j
Is tlie first of the sort ever made
In Municipal Court yesterday Earl
lines
in
front
of
Nilo's
Garage.
No
FINISH
J making the place more attractive than
directly on a photographic plate.
A durable waahablr 5meh
ever. Even the channel, the bay and I rhoenn
,liar8e' Miln _ °dV.
Election of officers at Knox Aerie Sheldon of Warren paid fine and
for kitchen and bathcosts
amounting
to
$19.24
for
reckless
Vertical Coamic Rays Rzueh Maxi
of Eagles tonight.
the Islands seem to be larger and
driving, and L, Halstead paid costs I
mum al 10-‘i Miles Vp
HAROLD
VINAL'S
POEMS
IN
ACME QUALITY
better than ever before.
of court for the alleged maintenance
BOSTON
Dr. W. F. G. Swann of the Bartol ,
NO-LUSTRE FINISH
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Manager Sheridan Scdtt of the
of a gambling resort. Recorder Otis
Painced wall* arc beat in
-------Research Foundation of the Franklin !
The
extraordinary
interest
of
the
Samoset Hotel arrived from Florida
your bedrooms. Dries with a
heard both cases.
velvety sheen.
country in the Quoddy Project is illus For Trte Courier-Gazette—By Sarah institute, who supplied the com- j
Saturday.
! plicated "cosmic ray counters” for |
trated in the fact that when Irene N. McCullagh.
Electrical storms raged over Rock
Shirley Moran, wife of Congressman
A recital wxs held May 12, by our
flight, reports lhat at 40.000 feet
Bank nights arc on again at Park
Moran was asked by the Congres well known Island poet. Harold ^ve sea level .74 miles, tlie rays |
Theatre. Manager Dandeneau will land for an hour yesterday after
sional Club to make the Maine radio Vinal. at the DUBurron Studios injl®">‘nB ln fro"> ,hr vertical were
hand some happy patron $50 Friday noon. and one bolt struck the house
on Weeks street occupied by tlie fam 442 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME. taj^ jn a series of State talk-, she Boston. Mr. Vinal was en route to
night
ily of Raymond Ward. Tlie fire did
— was specifically asked to "explain Vinalhaven where he is opening an ! level. At 53.000 feet GO mile.si, they
I Am Offering
small damage, but Mr. and Mrs
; Quoddy, if the Congressman did not inn for the summer season. An ap- were 51.5 times thc sea-level nuinA special factory representative of Ward and their three children got
Rockland people are invited to object." Mrs. Moran will speak in )reclatlve aUdlence listened to the ber- At 57.OC0 feet (10% miles!, the
the Nunn-Bush Shoe Co will be at1 the scare of their lives. Oldrealdents hear E. H. T. Hilchev economist the Mary Mason Hour at 130 this reading of original poems for more lpvel of ma*im,lm inflow of tlie
Gregory's May 21 with a display of do not recall having ever seen It rain speaker for The Townsend Plan afternoon on Station WRC.
than an hour. Some of the poems vertical rays, they were 55 times the
150 styles of oxfords for men and harder.
At
Thursday night at 8 (d-s.t.) in War
were of recent composition and have ^a-level number. But at 72.395 feet,
young men.
ren Town hall.
An excellent supper was perved at, appeared in a book called "Hurri- |thP highest point reached, the numThursday night's meeting of the
Pleasant Valley Grange hall Friday cane" published by the Stephen Doye ber of rays had decreased to 42 times
Charles C. Wotton of this city and | with Mrs. Florence Young and Mr,
Br#tlWx)ro vt Many of thc the sea-level number.
Baraca Class of M E. Church will Baptist Men's League will be the
Ralph Brewer of Wiscasset umpired '
ry chapma„
hostesses Bear. 3
most
important
session
of
the
year,
The explanation of the decrease of
have a contest supper Wednesday at
poems
read by (Mr. Vinal have ap
This is an opportunity to select a high grade
the Bowdoin-Maine game ln Bruns-1 followed supper and prizes were
the
vertical rays above 57,003 feet,
6 o'clock, captains of the opposing with the address of Harrie B. Coe.
wick Saturday. Bowdoln winning 5 to awarded t0 Mrs. Vlvien Kanban, peared on the pages of The Courter- Dr. Swann believes, lies in the aselection
of
officers,
strawberry
festiCoat at Great Savings. You should plan to
teams to have charge. A business
Gazette during the pxst few years.
val and all. Oh, yes, and there will j 3 hy an 8th rally which netted four j^^iara Bartlett and Earl Bartlett
meeting will follow.
Those verses were doubly enjoyed by rumption that many, if not nearly
see these coats promptly as they will go quickly
be music. Mr Coe is manager of '^1"? Another supper will be served June 5 raany pn>Rent
thcy app
all of the rays affecting lhe counters,
at these prices.
the State of Maine Publicity Bureau. Playin« th*rd basc for Maine and giv- The committee in charge of these fin. reader5> oI thls 1)aper which has are secondary rays, shot out from
The W.C.T.U. County Convention
and will talk on “Conservation of ing a good account of himself.
supper, MN M-nWrtM by U I
Wi?h alonL'
will be held May 28 at the Baptist
Wild Life." showing four films of
3H efforU lhey hMe ach‘eVed °*f "
the’P' the efforts of budding’poets, who rays rushing in from space. Above a
Sizes 12 to 18
Church. Camden. Rev. Ada Mae Hag
Thirty Comrades of the Way and pcarance in the hall, new silver, table
birds and animals. It will be a good
sue for recognition through its certain level, where the air is very
ler of Illinois will be the speaker.
members of the Alpha Omega Society covers, dishes, kitchen range, etc. Conight to have a guest.
thin, fewer secondaries, according to
Mrs. Hagler will also speak at the
Also, let me place your furs in cold storage.
held a very inspiring sunset service operation builds success and that
this assumption, are produced be
Mr.
Vinal
recognized
many
of
hLs
Rockland High School assembly Fri
Expert handling.
Although afflicted with total on Dodge's Mountain Sunday eve means Pleasant Valley Grange. To old friends from Vinalhaven who had cause there are fewer gas atoms for
day morning and at the First Baptist
ning. formally closing the season for night is gentlemen's night and Fred
the
primaries
to
tear
apart.
blindness
Daniel
Munro
is
again
in
come to hear his poems read In this
Church Sunday evening.
A second fact about cosmic rays
personal charge of hls restaurant, the Comrades of the Way. Gathered erick Bartlett serves as lecturer.
idealistic atmosphere.
After the
on
a
leelge
at
the
southern
end
of
the
brought
to light by the flight of
assisted in the kitchen by Mrs. Alice
reading, according to the prepared
A familiar voice is heard down
BORN
Explorer II Is that rays coming from
Rnfselll, and pith Miss Kathleen. mountain, which commands a view
schedule,
a
short
intermission
was
through the islands these days, the
Telephone 541
—At Union. May 14. to Mr
the horizontal, which are negligible
Pratt as waiter. Mr. Munro has de of almost the entire horizon, thc ATHEAHN
and Mrs. Oliver Athearn. a son. Dennis j voted and those present were at
whistle of "Old Faithful," steamer
in
number
bt
sea
level
compared
to
GDI)
FELLOWS
HUM
K
SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Allver.
voted many years to the business, >oung people faced thc v.est to watch
liberty to roam over the delightful
Vinalhaven. which ls on the Rockland—At Sanford. May 0, to Mr and
vertical rays, increase at higher levels
and continues to believe that there's a gorgeous sunset Marion Harvey LOVE1X
Mrs
Ralph
m
Lovell
formerly
of
studio
with
its
unique
and
valuable
Swan's Island run while Steamer
played a trumpet sole “The Holy
Waldoboro, a dauahter.
objects of art, culled from the art until at 13 i miles up they are ap
North Haven ls having her annual nothing which can compare with City." and with her bt other Dudley
home
cooking.
As
soon
as
he
has
centers of the universe. The re proximately equal ln number to the
overhauling at Snow's, and the W. S.
MARRIED
provided trumpet music while the
vertical rays. The rays traveling htghly destructive rays of sunlight, i feet <7 miles);
disposed of hls household goods he Ls
Winthrop mainder of the program was decided
White ts having engine repairs.
group sang “Day is Dying In the CROCKETT-ANTHONY-At
Ix>west temperature nearly 81 deto occupy the apartments over thc
May 16. by Rev. Forrest F Fowle. Ven- by the audience, who were given the horizontally at the higher altitudes The ozone has even been credited
" Crockett, of Rockport, and Mlw- .
grecs below zero Fahrenheit, at an
West." "Abide With Me." "Softly Nov;
B
are
believed
to
have
been
swung
by
some
physicists
with
making
life
restaurant, and Miss Eva Ames will
Edith M. Anthony. of Port Clyde.
chance to ask for some especially
into the horizontal plane from other on earth possible by shutting off altitude of 68.000 feet;
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met lease his residence at 105 Limerock the Light of Day." and "Now the Day
loved poem, which Mr. Vinal happily
Speed of drift at top of flight,
Ls Over.” Mr. Olds gave a short ad
Thursday night with circle supper. street.
planes, by the earth's magnetic in- these rays.
DIED
read, receiving much applause, a
dress. Although this meeting for DRISCOLL — At Roekland. May 6.
fluence.
I Living spores of five dLstinct varl- 41.6 miles per hour, showing that a
There will ba no supper at the next
(drowned) William Driscoll. aged sonnet called
mally closes the season for the Com
eties, if not species of bacteria, and strong rwlnd (was blowing at that)
meeting on account of the children's
about 65 yearn. Service® at the Run- '
WINTER SEA
Air's Elretrirxl Condui livily Great
Mrs. Esther 8tevenson Rogers, su rades. informal meetings will be held
sell Funeral Home. Wednesday at 2 We came upon the sea at last, cold blue
spores, also alive, of five species of height.
day observance. Each member to
est at ll'i Miles AlUiudi'
pervisor of music, is entering the
o'clock Interment tn Thomaston.
Against the firs; If summer once had
Data were collected during the
at the church each Sunday evening MORTON—At Lincolnville. May 18 Allen i
fungi were captured above an altlprivileged to invite one child outside
been
High School Girls' Olee Club in the until school closes.
Tlie first observations of the tude of 36.00C feet, Captain Stevens flight by thousands of photograplis,
Lermond. son of Allen M and Mildred ' A rainbow In these Islands, nothing grew
their family. Plans are being made
L. Morton, aged 9 years. 8 months. 18 Out of the solid rock now; wing and fin electrical conductivity of the
New England Music Festival to lie
a“ 1 reports. They were collected by a made at frequent intervals of the
for a dinner to be served during Con
days Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock | Flashed no more In the sunlight; one
held ln Portland Friday and Satur
gull flew
from ntldemce of R. J Aermond.
above 30.000 feet, made during the 1 fpcc[al "spore trap" designed by Dr. dials of various instruments. Studies
vention occurring on Wednesday
Across
an
empire
that,
at
last
bereft
DENTAL
NOTICE
Lincolnville.
day. Mrs. Rogers will go to Port
flight with a specially designed lm |
A R,gfrs and Fred c Meler of thc photographic records are still
June 10. with Mrs. Alden Ulmer In
—At Rockland.
May 16. Was muted isllver Finally we knew
During thc spring and summer sea OROTTON
Oeorge Orotton. aged 74 years. 2 H«re was a waste where there was nuth- strument furnished oy O. H. Gish of of the U. S. Department of Agricul in progress, the article points out.
charge. Mrs. Milton Rollins will di land Friday to join Mrs. Frances son will make appointments for
Ing left
months. 10 days. Burial In Washing And yet
the tides were musical, as If
the Department of Terrestrial ture, and Dr. Lyman J. BriK?.s. Dirton. Maine
red activities in the dining room at Settle of the Sliver, Burdett Co. and Tuesdays and Fridays.
The
sea
were moon-washed still; we
the
glee
club
will
go
Saturday
morn

Magnet
bin of the Carnegi? Institu ector of the National Bureau of
WEED
At
Rockland.
May
17.
Raymond
There are no cut prices at Nilo's.
_
.
,
heard
the
swell
this time. Members having birthdays
DR. J. H. DAMON
Parker Weed, aged 40 years. 10 months. Of eurf beneath the dark and leaning tion of Washington, showed the
Just good honest woik. Nilo's Oa
last month are xsked to communicate ing. The registration as Indicated at
7
days.
Funeral
Wednesday
at
3
cliff
Standards.
It
Ls
believed
that
the
Over Newberry's 5c A 10c Store
o'clock from residence. 39 Orove street The Iron 'tolling of a muffled bell
this time points to more than 1000 TEL. 415-W
greatest conductivity to be al 61.000 demonstration that these living rage.—adv.
ROCKLAND
with Mrs. Caroline Stewart.
BRACKETT At East Greenwich, It I Beyond the wasted beach, that seemed
school musicians, representing about
feet, where it was 81 times the sea- sports of microorganisms float at
54Ttf
May 17. Laura E. widow of Frank
to mark
Brackett formerly of Warren, aged 74 The margin of November and the dark,
30 organizations, coming from all
level value. The changes with altl- such high altitudes offers additional
years.
Funeral
Wednesday
at
2
o
clock
I
T
,
Yorkie's hot dogs are absolutely de parts of New England Tlie largest
D 8 T.. at the Congregational Church I
met With much approval, at It conductivity tell off; at tlie celling | explanallon of the spread of
licious, also that hot buttered pop band to enter ln Class A is the Paw
Warren.
Interment
ln
Sterling recipients of much well-wishing from
of the flight It was 50 times the sea- diseases of plants and animals.
cemetery.
corn de luxe. Add extra joy to your tucket (RJ.) High School Band
level value. Thc changes with alti
WATTS—At Staten Island. N Y. May gested by the title.
mileage Stop at Yorkie's stand in which has 72 players. ThLs band won
17. Capt Samuel Watts, aged 87 years.
Spores Gelmhutted After Strato
Mr. Vinal and hls mother were tude in ionization ot the air, which
1 month. 9 days. Funeral Wednesday ,
Camden—adv.
sphere Exposure
ai 2 o'clock, daylight, from Tenants reoipentts of much well-wishing from determine the changes in conduc
first place in music iast year at the
Harbor Baptist Church. Interment In
the
guests
of
the
evening.
Mr.
Vinal
Other living spores were taken up
Festival when held in Newport. R I.,
tivity are apparently closely related
AND
Seaside cemetery.
Ladies' night. Elks Home. Wednes and is expected to be a strong contest
has made an enviable reputation, as to tlie changes with altitude in thc from the earth and exposed foT four
card of thanks
the editor of one of the best poetry number of cosmic rays, the article hours to he extreme cold, dryness. |
day. May 20
Dancing and buffet ant for the honor again this year
I wish to express my thanks and ap.„
,
lunch. 50 cents.
59-60
predation
to
my
many
friends
who
have
I
publications of the United States, indicates. Radiation from the earth strong sunlight, and low pressure of
Tlie largest band hot In Clxss A will
Established 1840
..hown me so many kindnesses during J Voices ns
musician nf nnle hern
be the Waltham (Mass.) Public
my Illness I especially wish to thank volces- as a musician OI note Dorn plays a part in the lower few thous the stratosphere up to 134, miles.
Licensed Embalmers and
the Variety Club for eurds and glfu. with a talent for hospitality which and feet of atmosphere, but through Of the seven types ctci>os;d, five
Dan Munro is selling out Ills house School Band with *14 players
Attendants
and the Friendly Club of Thomaston for ,
..
hold furnishings including player
the beautiful basket of goodies sent me; has the quality of sincerity and out most of the region explored the germinated well after their return to
John O. Stevens
Alden ITmer
also Dr. H J. Weisman for hls faithful | unostentatton, and it should carry
piano. Brunswick phonograph, dishes,
Emily IV. Stevens, .Arthur Andrews
Yesterday wxs a warm day. Have
ionization is thought to be due al earth.
To be ready to serve at a mo attendance.
bric-a-brac. etc. Anyone Interested your oil and grease changed for sum ment's noticr; to be ready to serve
Callie B Smith
him far in his new occupation as most entirely to cosmic radiation.
Among the other results of the
Day or Night Telephone
call at 105 Limerock St., Wed.. mer at Nilo's.—adv.
keeper of the Inn on Penobscot Bay's
flight reported by Captain Stevens '
loyally and well at all times; sucli
Balloon
Rose
Through
20
Per
Thurs., and Fri., from 2 until 4.—adv.
450
most famous island.
IN MKMORIAM
is a part of the task of a depend
are:
Cent of Ozone
In loving memory of Mrs Alice E
Representatives in all large cities
Sarah N. McCullagh.
The Ladles' Aid of thc Methodist able funeral director. Such has Brown
Sky brightness at 72.395 feet, oncwho passed away May 17. 1935
in the United States and Canada
Spectrographic studies of the sun
Boston, May 18
Church will hold a tummage sale
been a duty faithfully performed
FEATHER BEDS
In our hearts her memory lingers.
tenth that viewed from the earth: !
light
showed
that
20
tier
cent
of
the
But
we
know
It
1*
ln
vain
to
weep
Now Ls the time lo have your Friday in the vestry.—adv.
•
by the Russell Funeral Home.
AMBULANCE
Sun brightness 20 per cent greater
Tears of love can never wake her
leather Bed made into Mattresaos
If you are looking for an Inexpen “ozone belt” of the atmosphere,
From her peaceful happy sleep
Service is instantly available.
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses
Harlow E Brown. Oerald W. Brown sive graduation gift, Rytex Polka about which little has been known, than that viewed from the earth;
Experienced attendants on duty.
Try one of Dan Munro's 25c din
and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barker.
made over. Drop a postal to
Practically no difference in the J
printed stationery will solve your lies below thc highest altitude
ners
including
pie
and
coffee.
—
adv.
A. F. IRELAND
Day or Night Telephone
problem. It is the stationery young readied during the flight. Tlie proportion of oxygen and nitrogen of
CARD OF THANKS
P. O. EOX 63, THOMASTON. ME.
We wish to extend our heartiest
stratosphere
air
as
compared
witli
balloon,
in
other
words,
penetrated
450
59-62
Wolverine, shell licrsehide work
predation and sincere thanks to ft people buy for themselves. Only $1
TEL. 862
doctors, nurses and friends for their a box. On sale at The Courier-Ga well Into this belt. It ls this ozone— air near sex level;
361 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
shoes can now be bought at Mc
many acts of kindnesses during Mr.
Altitude of base of stratosphere I
20-tf
zette offlce during May and June only. a special form of oxygen—that
Lain's Shoe Store In Rockland, price 9 CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND Daggett's stay at Knox Hospital
WHat
encountered
by Explorer II, 37,006 !
Mr. und Mrs. M. W. Daggett
screens
from
the
earth
ultra-short,
Postage 10c.
$4.50 and they are worth it—adv.
In tHe
a

Taffeta

ss®

^8

s7.95

Speciaf

House-Sherman, Inc.

20 MISSES’ COATS 20
TWENTY MISSES’ COATS

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

LUCIEN K. GREEN

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

DEPENDABILITY

Russell Funeral Home
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WEST WASHINGTON

SALAD!

Mr. and Mrs. Erison Wellman
visited recently in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard and I
children of Union were recent callers,
on Mr and Mrs. Arnold Bartlett.
Mrs Horace Cookson son Allen and
Mrs. Northey visited Mrs. Cleo Bart-I

TEA
Bangor Saturday, and returned with
favorable reports of her condition.
The quarries resumed work Mon
day at Wild Cat and Clark Island,
and was everybody in town happy
that morning!
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Orcutt of
Massachusetts have arrived at their
summer cottage at Elmore.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge enter
tained at District Meeting Thursday
with an attendance of 200 members
and visitors. Supper was served in
the banquet hall. Seven Grand Of
ficers were presents—a rare occur
rence. Instructive remarks were
made by the officers who were much
pleased with the manner in which
the Noble Grand. Mary Monaghan
conducted the services. The com
mittee on refreshments was: Lizzie
Imlach. Georgina Baum and Jemina
Seavey.

Mrs. Laura Rawley Is 111.
James Troup lias arrived home
from Boston where he has been em
ployed.
Charles Taylor and Levi Hawthorn
made a business trip Friday to Knox.
William Pratt and family motored
to Bath (Sunday and were there
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stew 
art.
Julia Hawthorn is ln Knox to visit
her aunt for a few weeks.
Earl Barter has sold one of his
fields to the Bald boys who will en
gage in farming.
A child health conference will be
held in the church parlor. Wednes
day afternoon, having been poMponed from last week. A doctor and
nurse will be in attendance.
Abe Benson visited Mrs. Benson at

READ THE ABS

'SsweMoneq

DE

A....... ,

WHITE HOUSE

COFFEE
QUAKER

PUFFED WHEAT

J

.

OOLQWC phc.]£/C
X

x

ANGLO

CORNED BEEF .

.

CAN

GOLD FLAKE

19c

PEANUT BUTTER
SANTA CRUZ—ALL GREEN

ASPARAGUS

■

TENDER

CAN

LB
JAR

25c

15

.W ▼ ▼ ▼ W ▼

&teakfal&'
KELLOGG'S

CORN FLAKES. 3

PKGS

20c

NATION-WIDE
PURE

VANILLA or LEMON

,oz
BOT 17c

FANCY—MEDIUM

.

PRUNES .

■2

PKGS

29c

▼▼▼▼▼▼

BAKER'S

.

COCOA

.2

tins"

29c

40 FATHOM

“ 19c

FISH CAKES . 2

SWEET MIXED

PICKLES
FULL
QUART

SILVER SLICE—FANCY, WHOLE SECTIONS
GRAPEFRUIT .
. 2 CANS

25c

▼▼▼▼▼▼

29c

Sunshine

SANTA CRUZ—SLICED or HALVES

PEACHES

. n°aLw19c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2 'bo?sz 29c

Austins

19c
2

BISCUITS

29c

A* 006 OR PUPPY

S. D.-FANCY

SHRIMP

.

5J/« OZ
TINS

.

25<

|b

REGENT ECLAIRS
DAINTY HHGenS TOPPED WITH
MAPSHMALLOW AND CHOCOLATE

SILVER NIP

Mri/
vCF

aone shapeqc=o

PKGS-

~

HERSHEyS

SEIDNERS

8

OZ
JAR

MAYONNAISE

15«

Our Young Drivers
The Most Danqerous Aqe
ifWctntoqe Choeqe

m Deolh

Rotes 19?? * S4)

I60Z

lett recently.
Mrs. Mae Hibbert has returned |
home after caring for Mrs. Harry
Brann and daughter.
Mtss Georgie Hibbert of Augusta
and Miss Anna Hibocrt of Rockland
were with their pare.us Mr and Mrs j
Archie Hibbert Sunday of last week
on a visit.
Mrs. George Northrup of Razor ville was in West Washington re
cently accompanied by Mrs Mae
AU
Urnk 15 To 25 Io Om
Hibbert.
IS
U
44
45
Mr and Mrs Chai lie Smith and
mother Mrs. Cora Smith of Hallo
Many ask the question, "which is
well were recent guests of Miss Katie the most dangerous age ln driving
an automobile?” The chart above
Kennedy.
Mr. and Mrs Kendrick Light of gives the answer. It shows that be
tween 1922 and 1934 inclusive the
Somerville recently visited his mother rate of death from automobile acci
Mrs. Edson Wellman.
dents in the United States increased
Birdell Hibbert passed Sunday of 107 per cent. Grouping all the ages
last week with Mr. and Mrs Clar under 15 shows that the rate of
death has decreased 7 per cent. If
ence Hibbert
the ages are grouped, however, by
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hallowell and
each five years, the data developed
Mrs Georgie Bowman were recent by the Travelers Insurance Comcallers on Mr and Mrs. Granville pany disclose that the only reduc
Turner.
tion has been in the group of five to
nine, where the rate of death has
decreased 26 per cent. Hats should
be off to this group and to the police
and teachers for the savings in life.
The really serious fact that this
chart brings out is the very great
percentage Increase In the death
rate In the group between 15 and 24
years of age. A part of this age cor
responds to the high school group,
Such a bad record gives emphasis to
the question whether high gchools
everywhere shouldn't be providing
instruction in the safe use of the
automobile.

The preferred

TENANT’S HARBOR

UNION

CHOCOLATE SYRUP
16 OZ
CANS

BAKER’S

19c

▼▼▼▼▼▼

Mrs Bertha Howe, president of the
Auxiliary announces that members
will meet Wednesday to make wreaths
for Memorial Day. Outside assist
ance will be appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Athearn (Pearl
Morine) are receiving congratulations
of the birth Thursday of a son, Den
nis Oliver.
All roads lead to Warren Thursday
night w hen E H. T. Hilchey. speaker
for the Old Age Revolving Pensions
The meeting will be held in Town
will explain The Townsend Plan
hall at 8, daylight.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Abbott and
two daughters spent the weekend
with relatives in Knox.

Geraldine Hannon is guest of he:
aunt Mrs. Dorothea Young of Thom
aston for a few days.
J. C. Creighton goes to Portland to
day to serve on the Grand Jury.
Star Circle will serve a public
dinner Thursday in charge of Mrs.
Bessie Stephenson. Mrs Geneva Pres
cott and Mrs. Bernice Payson.
Robert Mitchell returned Saturday
from Portland.
Eleanor Thomas, daughter of Mr
| and Mrs. William Thomas has been
guest since last Tuesday of her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C’.ough,
Biddeford.
Congratulations arc being received
by Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Martin on
the recent birth of a son—Jack
Irving.
Mrs. Carrie Ames entertained the
Christmas Club Wednesday.
• 9 9 •
i John Creighton and Carleton Payson were Bangor visitors Friday.
;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinley en
tertained the SOS Club at their cot
tage Wednesday at Crawford Lake.
Mrs. Edward Mathews was hostess
last Tuesday to The Grandmothers.
CAMDEN
Prizes went to Mrs. Lina Burkett and
Mrs Charles E Smith of Washing Mrs. Ada Lucas.
ton and daughter Mrs Fred B. Her
Mrs. W’iUiam El lingwood and sons
rick who has Ue.i spending thc Richard and Herbert of Rockland
winter with her. have been ln town were entertained Sunday at the Mc
for a few days. Mrs. Herrick, who ls Kinley cottage.
in ill health, will return to Washing
William Thomas, principal of
ton with her mother.
UHS. went Saturday to Belfast ac
Ernest Thompson pulled a three companied by Miss Charlotte Robbins
pound trout out of Alford Lake and James McEdwards seniors, who
tock the U. of M State scholarship
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs C. E. Crockett of examinations at Crosby High School
Lewiston spent the weekend with 1 Mrs. Herbert Hawes and daughter
Madolyn are 111 with measles.
relatives here.
Mrs. Zena Nelson is in Hartland,
Leroy Weed, student at Hebron
Academy passed the weekend in called by the illness of her sister.
Bible Study Class holds its last
town.
meeting of the season Thursday night.
H. W Stevens arrives this week
There will be a supper, followed by
from Washington. D. C., where he
the installation of officers and a pro
spent the winter.
gram. All members are urged to at
Joseph E. Murray, superintendent tend.
of the Camden Woolen Mill and
• • • •
Donald Johnson, attended the recent
Community Club met last Tuesday
meeting of the overseer's association with Mrs Gertrude Durham of Bel
in Providence.
fast. district director, as special guest.
Royce Bartlett ls guiding a party The program for the afternoon in
from Glens Falls. N. Y. on a fishing cluded an interesting paper read by
trip at Moosehead Lake and Grand Mrs Edith Bowes, written by Mrs
Lena Moody entitled “Life of Cyrus
Lake in northern Maine.
Mrs Helen Dangler has arrived Eaton—Author of the Annals of
from New York city for the summer. Warren " "The Premium Village—
Megunticook Encampment. I.O.OF. Where Is It?" a poem written by Cy
will entertain the district meeting rus Eaton, was well read by Mrs. Lila
of the Encampments Thursday night Burrell. At the close of the program
when the patriarchal degree will be Mrs. Durham made many helpful and
conferred hy the degree team from worthwhile suggestions for club work.
Belfast. Following the work, an Hostesses serving were: Mrs. Minnie
entertainment will be given by the Mathews. Mrs. Marion Alden. Mrs.
Hill Billies of Belfast. Supper at Edith Bowes and Mrs. Bessie Stephen
son. The club will sponsor the last
6:30.
Ralph Wilson, owner and proprie club party of the season at the home
tor of Whitehill Inn, has returned of Mrs. Emma Jones next Saturday
from St. Petersburg, where he spent night. Committee: Mrs. John Wil
liams. Mrs. Wilbur Abbott and Mrs.
the winter.
Will Bowden has arrived from a Avis Nichols.
This group of past matrons and
winter's sojourn in Greenwich. Conn.
Kenneth Dickey. 10. landed a 214 patrons of Orient Chapter, OES.,
pound salmon Sunday at Lake Me filled the offices Friday night for de
gree work in a most efficient manner:
gunticook.
Miss Maude M Thorndike, manag Worthy matron. Mrs. Walter Ayer;
er of the Western Union Telegraph worthy patron, Walter Ayer; associate
office has returned from a visit matron. Mrs Nannie Burns; past pa
with Mr. and Mrs Oscar Bryant in tron, Lucius Barker; conductress,
Dexter and Miss Lillian [Ryan ln Mrs. Earl Butler; associate conduc
Belfast. During her absence, the tress. Mrs. Ralph Williams; secre
office was in charge of U. D. tary. Mrs. Lizzie Hughes; treasurer,
Mrs. Ada Lucas; chaplain. Mrs. Ed
Chandler.
Mr. and Mrs C. H. Stratton had a ward Mathews; marshal, Mrs. Clar
successful day at Alford Lake Sun ence Leonard; warder. Mrs. Milton
day bringing home five salmon and Stephenson; sentinel. Ralph Williams;
Ada. Mrs. Edward Alden; Ruth. Mrs.
two trout.
Forrest Young. Frank Johnson of Grace Williams; Esther, Mrs. Alice
Rockport, Jack Kennedy and Fred Robbins; Martha. Mrs. Geneva Pres
Merchant have returned from Moose cott; Electa. Mrs. Euda Lermond.
head Lake with five salmon and four
togue the largest salmon weighing their daughter, Mrs. C. H. Stratton,
Bay View street. While here they
seven pounds.
William L. Pattison of Chicago has celebrated their 67th wedding an
arrived at his summer cottage at niversary.
Miss Thelma Daucette of Gorham
Lincolnville Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Williams of Normal school was homc over the
Franklin have been recent guests of weekend.

Every-Other-Day

National Parks Prepare for
Biggest Season In History

OLD—Until 1917, thia stage coach furnished transportation at Yellowstone Park.

NEW—World’s safest, most luxurious coaches—new streamlined Whites greet Yellowstone visitors today.

"OLD FAITHFUL" (left), is Yellowstone's famous geyser. Unforgetable is the experience of seeing it from
an ultra-modern White coach. (Right), BREATH TAKING bnauty unfolds like a magic carpet and none of it
is missed, thanks to the ingenious “roll top."
<
CLE SAM'S "Wonderlands of
the West" — the National
Parks, where millions of workweary Americans get back to na
ture every year—are preparing for
the greatest influx of tourists in
their history this summer.
Yellowstone, Glacier. Rainier, Se
quoia and General Grant National
Parks have already augmented
tbelr transportation fleets with for
ty-eight ultra modern, streamlined
White coaches. They are the last
word in safety and comfort and
their streamline styling makes
them the most beautiful sightsee
ing coaches in the world.
Stage Coaches Used Until 1917
lt is a far cry from these luxuri
ous vehicles, with every feature de
signed to promote the sightseer's
relaxation of mind and body as he
rolls through these natural fairy
lands, a far cry, indeed, from the
primitive stage coaches which, as
late as 1917, furnished transporta
tion at Yellowstone. In that year.
175 White coaches replaced the
horse drawn stages. Since then,
these coaches have been the stan
dard means of transportation not
only at Yellowstone and Glacier,
but also at Rainier, Sequoia, Yose
mite, Rocky Mountain, Estes, Bryce
Canyon, North Rim, Grand Canyon,
Zion. Clarkson's Indian Detour and
Crater.
Nine Chapters were represented with
Seaside Chapter of Camden as spe
cial guests. Previous to the meeting
supper was served under direction of
Mrs. Mary Barker. Mrs. Ethel Creigh
ton and Mrs. Margaret Oleason. Table
decorations of purple violets were sup
plied by the worthy matron. Mrs.
Avis Nichols. There were 29 past
matrons and patrons present, all of
whom were presented a pink rose in
a novel manner and with well chosen
words by the worthy matron.

Wolverine, shell horsehide work
shoes can now be bought at Me-I
Lain's Shoe Store in Rockland, price j
94.50 and they arc worth it —adv.

THE WONDER DOG AND CAT FOOD

CALO DOG FOOD 3

CANS

SPICES

3

25c

1V4 OZ Q9
TINS £9i

CLOVES
ALLSPICE
RED PEPPER

GLEN COVE
Bert Oregory was in Portland last
Sunday, being accompanied on his re
turn by Mrs Oregory. Their son Rob
ert is recovering from a mastoid op
eration at the Maine Eye and Ear J
Infirmary.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory is in Port
land for a visit with her daughter.
Mrs. Alice Gregory and son Maurice
of Somerville. Mas6„ arrived Friday
at her summer home here. The lat
ter returned Sunday.
(Solution to previous puzzle)

▼▼▼▼▼▼

PURITAN

MARSHMALLOWS

PKG

9c

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*
HATE Si
J,n9le

TOILET PAPER

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

1000 SHEET
ROLLS

MANGER

25<

GROCERS

500 Rooms
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB'-.SHOWER

NATION-WIDE

Requires No Socking

l*T«

!*•<'•* w«<Vy r«t«|

COOKS IN FIVE MINUTES

MINUTE TAPIOCA

to Your hotel in BOSTON

teubl'4tf
Ml «0©M|

•a

« NORTH STATION

TRAIN-lt/n' ROOM*

The special streamlined coaches
which will go into service at the
beginning of the season at Yellow
stone and Glacier are equipped
with unique “roll tops"—an ingen
ious means of providing the pas
sengers with a full view of the
Parks' scenic grandeur. Special,
full-width seats, the most luxuri
ous type, have been Installed.

roundings. This contrast is partic
ularly marked in the Indian Detour
country of the southwest, where
ultramodern Courier Cars, opera
ted by Hunter Clarkson, Inc., one
of the country’s best known trans
portation experts, thread their way
through the prehistoric charm of
such places as Sante Fe, Frijoies,
Puyes and Taos. The sight of a
streamlined White Courier Car
Startling Contrast of Old and New drawn up in front of prehistoric
Tourists visiting the parks nev I cliff dwellings offers one of the
er fail to marvel at the comfort of sharpest contrasts between the old
these White coach caravans and est in America and the newest, be
frequently comment on the con tween the quiet beauty of a longtrast between this ultra-modern past age and the quiet beauty of a
form of transportation aud the age- modern product ol the machine
old scenic beauty of their sur-, age.

^COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLfJ

PIMPLES'"^,
Relieve the sore, itchy spots and
help heal the uqly defects ujith Tpvthe tested medicat ion in «

Resinol
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THREE CROW BRAND
PEPPER
CINNAMON
GINGER

HUNTER CLARKSON'S streamlined Courier Cars offer a sharp con
trast to the prehistoric charm of the Indian Detour country.
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bb

r

70

h4

5"'r

SS 66
ssx54 SS 5b
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5b
b°
59
xsv
bM
b5
49

li

[bft
71

HORIZONTAL
, HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
,)»To mimic in derision 53-Assumes an attitude 25-Cover
27- A farm machine(pl.)
55- Expire
vr»The staff of life
28- A fowl
•-Dry
56- Foot-like organ
29- An English title
57- Swiss river
11-Memento
58- Male descendant
13-Map out
30- Britiah province of
60-Feline
the Union of South
15-Old musical
62-Aver
Africa
instrument
64-lntermlssion
17-Penetrates
32- Traverses in a
19- Addition
vehicle
66-Excite
68- A Roman historian 33- Remarks
20- Half a score
36- Attempt
69- Narrate
22- Flying mammal
37- Marry
70- River in India
23- Female deer
71- Heaverily body
24- Snare
41- The nostrils
26-More certain
42- Restrain
VERTICAL
44- Small, compact
28- Edge
1-Crowd
mass
29- North American
2- Lawless acta
buffalo
45- Opinions
3- Know (Scot.)
47-Ship
31-Golf mound
4- Seizes with the
48- Junc-bug
32- Angle in a fort
teeth
34- Army Corps (abbr.)
49- Affirmative reply
35- Small lump of butter 5- Red Cross (abbr.) i 51-Most pleasant
6- Near by
53- ltalian prims donna
37- Gain
7- Dresry (Poet.)
38- Negative
54- lnhamed places on
8- Perform
the skin
39- Made a misstep
9- Covered with reeds 56- Gone by
40- Upon
10-Portion of medicine 57- A constellation
42- Period of time
43- Condensed moisture 12-Permit
59-The sea-god (abbr.)
45-That is (Lat. abbr.) 14-An insect
61-Russian title
16-The three wars of G3-0ld English measure
46- Pertaining to the
Roms w((;h Carthage 65-Kind of lettuce
navy
18-Native of Rome
67- Half an em
48-Without moisture
68- Name unknown
50-Sprinkles with sand 21- A fruit
22- An insect
,i
(«bbr.)
62-Remark (abbr.)
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The members of the Senior Class,
W. H. S. held a sale of cooked food
Saturday at Crowell's store.
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
Dr. T. C. Ashworth, George Ash
worth an4 Charles Ashworth ac
TUESDAY. MAY 19
companied George Ashworth of St.
“Sky Parade”
Johnsbury, Vt., on a recent fishing
JIMMY ALLEN and
trip at Rangeley Lake.
KATHERINE DeMILLE
Carroll Cooney Jr„ has returned
from the south and is at the Samp
THURSDAY, MAY 21
son homestead.
Mrs. Lucy Robinson of St. George
“King of Burlesque”
has been guest of her sister, Mrs.
WARNER BAXTER
and ALICE FAYR Forence Shuman.
Frank Cross of Roxbury. Mass.,
was in town recently.
SATURDAY, MAY 23
Mrs. Ralph Morse has been a Port
“Freshman Love”
land visitor.
PATRICIA ELLIS
Announcement has been received
and WARREN HULL of the birth of a daughter May 9 to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Lovell of
Matinee at 2.30
Sanford.
gPRCl Al<—JIB given away earh
Mts. Geneva Well w,s hos J or
Saturday night in three prizes
This week thr 3d prize is $10
Monday at the meeting of the
59-69
Susannah Wesley Society.
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Davis who
recently
moved to Brunswick, have
NORTH HAVEN
been in town.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Carver have
At a special meeting of the
moved to Uttle Thoroughfare for the Woman’s Club held Monday in the
summer
Library, plans were made for enter
Lloyd Whitmore is painting Ills taining the Lincoln County Union of j
Women's Clubs. The meetings will j
cottage at the village.
Committal services for Mrs. Annie be held in the Methodist Church and
luncheon served by the Homemakers
(Gillis) Thomas will be conducted
Society. The new president, Mrs.
Friday afternoon about 4 30 at the
M. Louise Miller, was in the chair1
Sea View cemetery.
and she appointed Mrs. Neva Red
Miss Hazle Marden rbserved her
man, Mrs. Ina Smith and Mrs. Ida !
16th birthday annlversaiy last Tues
Stahl as members of the luncheon
day. with a party, caiues including
committee and Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, |
•'83" In which prizes were won by
Mercedes Calderwood and Lawrence Mrs. Nellie Boggs and Mrs. Maude
Gay on the reception and decora- I
Beverage, high scorers, and consola
tion awards by Elsie Gillis. Arthur tion committee.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge enter- j
Calderwood and Forrest Beverage.
talned
District 15 Saturday after- >
A variety of lovely gifts were present
ed to the hostess Those present noon and even.ng There was an at
were: Elsie Gillis, Mercedes Calder tendance of 125 and a successful and
wood Beatrice Mills. Ruth Stone. Ar enjoyable meeting ts reported.
thur Calderwood. Forrest Beverage, Among the guests were three past
Lawrence Beverage. Bobby Water presidents of th? Rebekah Assembly.
man. Miss Marden and Mr. and Mrs Elizabeth Becker of Lewiston. Mar
garet Peabody of Rockland and Inez
Earl C. Marden
Crosby of Camden; Marie Hoffman
Miss Goldie Firth was a Rockland
of Lewiston warden of the Rebekah
visitor Friday
Woodchoppcrs are engaged in cut Assembly; Hattie Moody, of Augusta.;
district deputy president of District
ting pulpwood on tlie Mullen prop
11 and Annie Pease of Hope, district
erty at Little Thoroughfare.
deputy president of District 15. |
Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Snow are
receiving congratulations on the Guests from Warren. Union and
Appleton also attended Luda Steele
birth May 13 of a daughter.
noble grand and Mertle Booth, vice
• • • •
grand of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge
Strange Sights Greet Tourists
qualified and were presented with
Frank Waterman r.i tended Court certificates of perfection Oolden
in Rockland May 9 and was joined in Rod Rebekah Lodge of Appleton exSOUTH HOPE
that city by his sisters. Mrs Samp- ( emplified the work in the evening In
son and Mrs Woodworm. Together a fine manner, eupper was served
Miss Edna Carver and Miss Hope
they motored to Sanford where Mr by Mrs o,lve Crowell and Mrs.
Waterman’s daughter Edna has em- Maude Oreenlaw assisted by mem Bowley were supper guests recently
ploymcnt. Continuing thetr journey bers of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge. of Miss Charlotte Robbins.' the occa
sion serving as a celeoration of Miss
they went to North Conway for the
Robbins' 16th birthday anniversary
weekend and were there guests of
VINALHAVEN
In the evening cards were enjoyed.
Mrs. A. L. Carver; from this point
they drove to thc Pinkham Notch
The opening of the Chiefs Baseball
Miss Leona Morse of Rockport is
Trail, and from the parking ground j Association will be Sunday withj working for Mrs Irene Miller, who
the men ln the party hiked to Tuck- ’ Brewer of the Eastern Maine League in turn is working at Community
erman Ravine, a distance of four Vinalhaven Band will be in attend Sweet Shop.
ance and a flag raising ls schedule 1
miles
Mrs. Ella Bowley is visiting Mr
There they found 390 skiers hap The officers of the association are: j and Mrs. Hartley Watts. East Union
pily engaged in that winter sport. 10 Alex Christie, president; Donald
Mr. and Mrs Willard Howell of
feet of snow providing ample scope Poole. secreUry; Edward White, man
New London. Conn, were callers last j
for activities. Neil Carver is the ager. Any team wishing games with
Tuesday on Mrs. Hovell's aunt, Mrs
champion ski Jumper of North Con The Chiefs may communicate with j
Doris Merrifield. They were accom
way. Hundreds of cars were parked Edward T. White.
Mrs. Wilbur Geary who has been! panied by Miss Marion Koster of
at the foot of the trail, bearing
Ingraham Hill. Rockland.
plates from each ol the New Eng guest of her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heath are
Carver,
returned
Wednesday
to
land States, also Oregon. New York,
preparing to move to their home on i
Rhode Island. Florida. Mexico. Can Easton.
Bruce Grindle who has been on the Cedars road.
ada and others.
Mrs Gladys Irving visited Sunday
In the flood area the tourists saw traverse Jury in Rockland returned
at the C. L. Dunbar home
many freaks—a steel bridge, twisted Thursday.
Mrs. Joseph Cassidy and son Fran
H. M. Noyes of North Haven was
and tom, had been carried down
cis of Ingraham Hill. Rockland. Mr.
river and a temporary wooden struc in town yesterday.
Harold Vinal of New York arrived and Mrs. Willard Howell and Miss
ture was taking its place Several
fields were strewn with trees and Thursday and is at his summer home Marion Koster were guests last Tues
day of Mrs. Albert Heath.
debris of all kinds, while Ur and The Moors on Lane's Island.
Mrs.
Jennie
Williams
is
home
from
gravel from the roads had been swept
100 feet or more into adjoining Boston where she was a patient at the
MATIN1CUS
fields At one place there had been Baker clinic. She was also guest of
Lyford Ames and family have
her sister. Miss Grace Roberts, la
a landslide.
moved
to Rockland where Mr. Ames
During the height of the freshets, Quincy, Mass.
has
employment.
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Lucy
Ames
were
an 80-year-old woman was sleeping
Mrs. Weston Ames and daughter j
In thc corner room of her home when home from Camden for over Sunday
have
returned from Albion where
the waters rushed through thei Maurice Teele of Northeastern Colstructure cleaning out everything to lege is here for the summer vacation. they visited relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames and Mr
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood and niece
the chamber floor went out the other
and
Mrs. Arthur Philbrook spent a
Miss
Carolyn
Calderwood
returned
side, crossed the road and hit the
day In Roekland recently.
barn nearly 100 feet away, staving Friday from Rockland.
Ernest Young has returned from
The band meeting Sunday night
ln its side and dashing debris 10
Rorkland where he was called I >r
feet. A portion of 'he snow and ice was well attended.
The "Rendezvous" was opened Sat Jury duty.
remained in thc barn Sunday. In a
R P. Clark of Albion has been
neighboring house was a lone man urday for the summer season with
visiting
his daughter Mrs. Orren
who was found standing on hls head White and Poole as proprietors.
Ames.
Mrs.
Florence
Lawson
attended
thc
in a corner littered with ruins, the
Mrs. Frank Ames has returned to
torrents having gutted the lower part annual meeting of Rebekah Lodges
Winthrop,
Mass., with her daughter
of District 16. held at Tenant's Har
of thc building.
Mrs
Edward
Clark, who has been
bor.
She
also
visited
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Truly, the trip was packed with
passing a few days here.
Chester Colson, in Rockland.
novel sights.
Priscilla, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William
Chilles. entertained Saturday
APPLETON
For thank-you notes and short let
ters, we suggest a box of Rytex Notes afternoon at the home of her aunt,
Robert Packard of Warren has had
Choice of six different shades of pa Mrs. Herbert Patrick, in honor of her
employment
at the home of Mrs
per with tiny colored borders on both Uth birthday. Those present were;
Lizzie McCorrison.
Mary
Margaret
Chilles,
Mary
John

sheets and envelopes, and printed
Roger Morang recently suffered a
with your name to match. Fifty Note son. Irene Ames, Mary H. Ames. Mari
severe injury to his hand when
lyn
Carver,
Marion
Philbrook.
Jane
Sheets and 50 envelopes for $150
kicked by a horse.
Used by well known screen stars, Libby. Ruth Arey, Evelyn Hopkins.
Arthur Hicks of Garland passed
authors and artists. See samples at Addie York. Dorothy Johnson. Marion
the weekend at O. W. Currier's and
Littlefield,
Jean
Strachan,
Carrie
The Courier-Gazette office. Postage
Gray, Norma Phillips, Maurice Gray, also made a call on A. G. Pitman,
10 cents extra.
Matia Robinson. First prize for illus recently.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H Newbcrt were
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB’T CO trated songs was awarded Mary
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
visitors Wednesday in Rockland and
Chilles,
second
to
Irene
Ames;
first
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
prize in guessing game to Marion 1 Rockport.
Island and Frenchboro
EHectlve Oct. 1, 1935
Philbrook; in donkey game, first prize
Winter Service 1935-1938
to Mary Johnson, second to Evelyn
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice) Hopkins. Luncheon was served, in
WE BUY
Eaatern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up cluding a large decorated birthday
A. M
P. M
Ar. 8.00 cake made by Priscilla’s grandmother,
5.30 Lv. Swan'* Island,
8.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4,40 Mrs. Charles Chilles. The hostess was CLARENCE E. DANIELS
7J0 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
JEWELER
*15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Ar. 2.45 pleasantly remembered with many
370 MAIN
m
ROCKLAND
(J* Ar. Roekland,
Iff. 1.30
_ M
u#-v
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• Camels are made irom finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and

Domestic—than any other popular brand.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs Edward Coombs was recent
guest of relatives In Portland.
Edwin Mank and Charles Eowcr.guest of relatives in Portland,
ville.
Mr and Mrs Carl Gray. Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Jameson of Rockiand. Or
ville Jameson and family of Camden
were callers recently on Mrs Emily.
Jameson.
Misses Una Clark. Adelaid? Wright
and Myrtle Reever has been visiting
Mrs Nellie Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Leeman ot
Round Pond are guests at Albert
Mank's.
Mrs Austin Wiley wes a caller re
cently at Foster Jameson’s. Slaigo.
Austin Miller and Clifton Miller
have been confined to the house with
measles.
Angus McLoud of Rockland called
recently at the homc of Joseph
Glande.
Ralph Flanders of Portland. Mr
and Mrs. Leland Orff and daughter
of North Waldoboro were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Flanders.
Mrs. Myrtle Simmons of Auburn
recently visited her siste: Mrs James
Mank
Mr and Mr.s. Theron Leeman, Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Mank and son Albert
were visitors recently at the homc of

Mr. Mank’s mother, Mrs. Dickinson.
MONHEGAN
!n Richmond.
Mrs George Coom&s. sons Harvey, Mrs. Banes Stanley spent a recent
and George of Brunswick were at Les weekend with her mother Mrs
Archie Higgins ln Bath, returning
ter Mank's home on a recent visit.
here
last Tuesday.
Mrs. LaForest Mank and son Edwin
Mr and Mrs Oscar Burton and
were Rockland visitors Thursday.
Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker, Mr. and two children have returned after a
Mrs. Wilbur Stratton. Mr. and Mrs week's visit in Thomaston.
Dwight Stanley and Hiram Colomy
Albert Shuman and Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Voting of North Waldoboro were in New Harbor last Tuesday for
ale wives to use as lobster bait.
were callers ln this place recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Thomas of 1 Mrs Ernest Bracket* passed a re
Camden and Mrs. B V. Winchen cent weekend In Portland and New
baugh of Rockland visited Sunday of Harbor.
last week at L. L. Mank's.
Mrs. Bessie Green entertained her
L. I. Mank and sons Edwin and club Wednesday night in her home
Burnell spent a day recently with his on Lighthouse Hill road
aunt, Mrs. Angelica Waters in Dam
Capt. E. H. Wallace will carry the
ariscotta.
mall from Port Clyde on the Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Keizer of day trip for Capt. Earl Starrett of
Thomaston were recent callers on J. the Nereid.
A Rines and L. L. Mank.
Mrs Annie Davis and granddaugh
ter
Pauline have arrived from Bath
The Social Club met with Mrs
Delwa Mank Thursday afternoon, 141 for the season.
members being present. On the pro-1 Mrs. Martha Trefetncn, Ls prepar
gram were: Readings, Mrs. Belle! ing the new Monhegan House for the
Mills. Mrs Edna McIntire. Miss Ber-! season, being employed by Mr.s. Elva
tha Storer; household hints, Mrs ! Nickolson.
Hazel Bowers; story. Mrs. Hattie | Mrs Beatrice Woodward has re
Rines; readings. Mrs. Lizzie Waltz, i turned from Knox Hospital. She is
Mrs. Mildred Gammon and Mrs. D. gaining In health.
Mrs William S. Stanley enter
Mank. Refreshments were served by
Mrs. I Mank and Mrs Hazel Bowers. tained her sewing club recently.
Capt. Earl Field made hls Wednes
The next meeting, Thursday, will be
day trip to Boothbay Harbor, with
with Mr.s. Albert Mank.
these passengers: Oladys Hall. Mrs
E. J. Mazzalini, Oladys Hutchins,
Ray Orne and Harvey Cushman.
Friends ot the Corbcts, who were
stationed at the Lighthouse at one
time were glad to hear from them
via the Little River Items, under
Guardians of Our Coast

1 . ..PUBLIC DEBT WILL

EXCEED FARM VALUES
FARM VALUES

BURKETTVILLE

EAGLE

Persons having lots at the Miller
cemetery will meet Saturday for a
clean-up bee
Tlie dance and social conducted
Thursday night at the Grange hall
was well attended aud another is
being arranged for the coming Thurs
day.
Mr and Mrs Harland Rowell who
have had employment in Roekland
the past months, have returned
home.
Fred Lamont is on an extended
visit to Buffalo. N. Y.
Frank Hatch , Raymond Pease
Dwight Collins. Ma'iriee Collins and
Raymond Maddocks have employ
ment at Oeorge Mclaln's mill in
Liberty
Blanche Miller who has be<’n ill Is
much improved
Kenneth Mitchpll is working for
Frank Kimball at Rorkland High
lands
Norman Collins is convalescing
from a serious illness
Miss Ruth Mitchell who has em
ployment in New Haven writes that
she recently had the pleasure of
hearing Mrs. Franklin D Roosevelt
speak at Yale University.

Edwin Howard. Erland Quinn and
F. E Bracey made a recent trip to
Castine
Wilbert Oovc has been assisting F
E Bracey in thc painting of the
lighthouse tower.
Clifford Quinn and son. James, re
cently delivered grain here from
Camden for Edgar Quinn.
Mr. and Mr.s Earl S. Brown and
son-in-law. Wilbert C. Gove went to
Stonington recently for nursery
stock.
Erland Quinn has launched his
small boat, the Pup
Edwin Howard was recently in
Bangor to consult a physician.
Elmer Carver. Mrs Fhilip Brown.
Arlene Brown. Ernest Brown and Mr.
Davis were recent business visitors
here.

SOUTH THOMASTON
The Farm Bureau held a special
meeting Thursday on the topic
'Seedlings" Dinner was served with
ices and cake as dessert. Thc next
session will be May 28 lor the study
of "Restful Bedrooms.'' cn which date
MLss Iawrencc will or present.

SUNSET

Mrs. Josephine Flftrld of Brewer
is at her homc here.
Mrs. Vida 8ylvest«r lr visiting her
sister at Spruce Head Island
Mrs Nettie Turner 's guest of her
Willed Ctlonel led Tea'll Jib* Oil tf M to
lhe Mwniaf Ran*’ lo C*
sister Mrs Martha Stinson.
The liver should pour out two pound* of
C. J. Eaton is having hts house
liquid bile into your bowel* daily. If thia bile
in not flowing freely, your food doean’t digest.
painted. Emery Cole and Everett
It jutt decays in the bowel*. Ga* bloat* up
Dunham, the workmen
year BttMMch. Y u get conatipatad. Your
whole aywtem i* poisoned and you feel *our.
Miss Flora Colby U visiting Mr. and
•unk and the world look* punk.
Laxative* are only makeshift*. A men
Mrs Mlller Colby.
bowel movement doesn't get at the cauae. It
JEFFERSON
take* th.we gn»«d. old Carter'* Little Liver
Mr. and Mr.s. Gluyas Williams are
Pill* to get these two pound* of bile flowing
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm*
Thunder storms have been thc here for a few days.
lea*, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
Andrew Little visited Mr and Mrs.
freely. A*k for Carter * Little Liver Pilto by
order of the aay for the past week,
name. Stubbornly refuse anything atoa. Me.
Miller
Colby recently :
and on some days a double dose was
suffered.
Mrs. Frank Richardson went
Thursday to Auburn lo make a fam
ily visit.
Miss Martha Flagg has returned to
Connecticut after passing a few days
with her parents. Her mother. Mrs
Mary Flagg, accompanied her for a
visit.
Mr and Mrs. John Handspiker.
Mrs. Rose Jago and Donald Clark
Socony burning oil will make your kitchen
were recent Augusta visitors.
range easier to cook on. It gives you a hot
Mrs. Florence Brann and Mrs
ter flame. And it burns evenly—without
Adelaide Fish were guests recently
smoke or smudge. For prompt delivery out
of Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy in
Friendship.
Mrs. Grace Strout and Miss Mar
garet Simmons attended the recent
entertainment presented at Cony
High School.
Mr and Mrs. Bedford Jago were
hosts recently to Mrs. Jago's parents.
Mr. and Mrs Newell Hannon. Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Har.non of Lib
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY. INC.
erty. and Mr. and Mrs John Gould
and three children.
«•«

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

“SOCONY BURNING OIL

GIVES MORE HEAR
... Keeps Kitchens Clean!

W'

♦ 34,500, 000,000
THE ABOVE PICTOGRAPH should awaken larmers to the dangers
which wasteful spending of public money Is bringing on. In 1931 the value
of all farms and farm buildings was nearly three times the public debt.
That year, Democrats gained control of the House of Representatives.
Since then Democrats have drawn up our revenue bills and our spending
bills. Farm values have shrunk, but the public debt has doubled. It la
estimated that next year the debt will exceed the value of all farms and
farm bulldingal Tobacco taxes, gasoline and other Federal taxes paid by
the farmer are Increasing, The farmer and his grandchildren will be taxed
to pay off this debt. As shown in the pictograph, the debt threatens to
overwhelm the farmer before he realize* hi* danger and demand* a halt.

CALL 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

Every-Gther-Day
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THOMASTON

THE
TOWNSEND
PLAN

PICKS UP FASHION

Legal Notice

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

I

NOTICK OF FORBCLO8URE
Whereas, Charles 8. Orotton of Rock
land In the County of Knox and State
! of Maine, by hls Mortgage Deed dated
j the twentieth day of December. 1929,
J and recorded tn Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 221. Page 512. conveyed
to the North National Bank, a National
hanking corporation having Ita location
at Rockland aforesaid, a certain lot or
parcel of land, with the buildings there
on. situate ln said Rockland, bounded
and described as follows, to wit:—
BBOINNINO at the intersection of the
southerly line of Park Street with the
westerly line of Main Street; running
thence by Main Street southerly 34 94
l poll
| ly from the range of the southerly side
wall of the brick building known as
ihe Oliver B Fales store: thence wester
ly on a line parallel to and 3.3 fert
! southerly from the south side of said
store 44 58 feet to a point at the Inter
section of the last mentioned line with
a line which la parallel to and 0 55 feet
west of the range of the western end of
the brick bulldlug known aa the Oliver
B Fales store: thence on a line which
is parallel to and 0 55 feet westerly from
the west end of the said store 34 9 feet,
more or leas, to the Une of ssld Park
Street: thence by said Park Street
I rasterly 48.57 feet, more or less, to the
place of beginning
Being part of the land conveyed to
T. Cobb by Oliver B Fales. et
William
»i».
by deed recorded in book ao. page
572 ind convtye<1
John L Donohue
! by Oeorgie Berry, and by said John L.
rantyhdeed°datedJanuary 'l^lite: *ef-

Everybody s Column ♦

cctatc

I

Advertisements tn this column not to I ’
KL AL
1 A 1 £>
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
••• ••• •••
••• •••
M
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi *t ••• •••
tions! lints five cents etch for one time
REAL opportunity to buy a home, for
10 rents for three times. Six words
a small amount of money. Tel. 1293
make a line.
59*81

Tlie members of the Friendly Club
TIPS ON WAR FRONT
Will be entertained at the home of
Mrs. Evelyn Snow, on Oreen street.
Wednesday at 7.30.
Expert Falls for Ethiopian
■ If you arr thinking of building or
Mrs. Oscar H Crie. who has been
Skirts and Headdress.
♦ buying a house, come and see me be
fore doing It. I have new houses as
at Dead River for the past week,
_
______
♦ well ss second handed. I also have
Asmara, Eritrea. — Spring fash
small and large farms L. W BENNER.
called by the illness of her mother.
*-»,*«***«»*****«fc 2 Lafayette Square. Rockland Telephone
ions will show a definite Ethiopian
Mrs. Mattie Campbell, returned home
WHITE jold pin with blue atone lost J «9l>ROrkland1“ ' U83'W A,ter 2 pM™0
will be discussed by
trend as a direct result of the Ital
Sunday, accompanied by her mother,
between Elm St and Newberry’s store,
ian campaign, predicts Mme. Edith
or
near Perry's Park St market. Finder
E.
H.
T.
HILCHEY
TEN-room house for sale * dead cheap"
who will be with her for a while.
return to Courler-Oazette.
59-81 must have money at once. Oarden. all
de Bonneull, famous French wom
Economist and authority on
kinds
of fruit. Call 8002
59*61
There will be a meeting ol the
an war correspondent and authori
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of j
Revolving Pensions
eeposlt
book
number
2495 and the
Townsjnd Club tonight at 8 o'clock
ty
on
Parisian
styles.
-------.
...
u
s.
w
.
COTTAOE
,ots
for
rale
at
Ballard
at
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln i Park 4-«cres of shore property C M.
Mine, de Bonneull, who has
in the K, P. hall. A full attendance
accordance with the provisions of the j BLAKE Wall Paper Store. Tel. 1061.
WARREN TOWN HALL
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO. 1 Rockland
60-62
camped
at
Italian
outposts
and
is desired.
Rockland. Maine. ENSIGN OTIS. Re- —r-.-—- - ----------------------------------trekked through hundreds of miles
reiver
57-T-63 i MODERN seven room house and
THURSDAY,
MAY
21
Mr. and Mrs F. H Jealous re
------- 1------------------------------------------------ | garage Lot 63x80 feet Excellent locaof Danakll desert land, declared
8 o’clock iD.S.T.I
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of I tion. st 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
turned to B rookline. Mass., yesterday
that the showings of the Haute
deposit
book number 488 and the owner for Information
47*tf
A1.L WELCOME PLEASE COME
ot said book asks for duplicate In ac
after being guests jf their son Lionel
Couture In Paris next season are
AT Lincolnville Center, two-story
cordance with the provision of the State house
barn, 8 acres of land, under
certain to reveal balloon sleeves
F. Jealous and Mrs. Jealous for a few
Law SECURITY TRUST CO Rockland. good with
cultivation. 2-room camp with
Maine. EN8ION OTIS. Receiver, May 12. ltreplsce.
nnd long pleated skirts that cover
days.
fine
spring water; also a 631938 .
57-T-63 ccre woodlot, old
growth, consisting of
the ankles tn Imitation of the
SEVEN-POINTERS
Mrs. Thomas Donaldson, who has
fine.
spruce,
oak.
etc These properties
dresses worn by the ebony, baremust be sold within the next CO days.
been visiting her
ner sister. Mrs.
Mrs Ellen
mien
___
___
foot women of Ethiopia.
Terms reasonable. DORA E MOODY.
executrix, Lincolnville Center, Me 56-61
uven hair-dressing, she
i
Jones . for a week, returned to Bath Children In the 1 homaston
added,
"These Three," the most talked- that he loves Karen, conceals her af
FINE modern cottage on Oeorge* River
Sunday afternoon, Henry L. Mont-1
Schools Get Certificates probably will be Influenced by the
at Wallaton. 11 seres, fine bathing. 4
ohniii Qtnr-c nf ihe vear this Lillian fection.
Mary
Tllford,
tlie
school'*
Ethiopian style of coiffure.
bedrooms.
Price right. A. C. Hocking.
gomery motoring there to take hcr.
about story oi tne >ear. mis L.niia:.
and Buttons
53-tf
MIDDLE-AOED woman for house Tei 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
U.
Heilman «-?reen Dlav deDicts how a Proi)lem chlld- resenting punishment
Calls Skirts Beautiful.
Warden and Mrs Edward P. John-5
keeper wanted. 5 Lisle street City 59*61
Heilman screen play depict- now .
wrongdoings, runs away from
son motored to Saco Friday where
Health certificates and buttons i
' "hkpertng campaign growing out of
concocting a vicious He ln"I have never seen any
HOUSEWORK wanted by week, day ork*****»»*»*aa*»a
Mrs HANNAH HAUPT. 83 Main I »
_
.
the Warden attended thc meeting of hgve
awarded 7-Potnt children beautiful as the skirts worn by tlie a child's malicious lie nearly wrecked volvlng the lhree adults a, her rea- ! 5"n“mryU IW8* “hichTJr^y0.,” ms?k» hour
St. Thomaston
______________ 58*60 ■ |
FAn QAIC
upper classes of Ethiopian women,”
Saco Ixxige F A M. ln observance of
HEIJ* wanted, experienced house nut Id f
avFI\
in the first six grades of the public she told the United I’resg. “They the lives of three innocent people.
son. As a result Martha. Karen and
•** mode * p,rt ot thl» ®°nand cook, exceptional opportunity tn ,
Past Masters' Night.
It
The
drama
is
laid
In
a
snail
girls'
Joe
become
the
center
of
an
ugly
Also
another
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
Bath,
only
2
In
family.
Tel.
Rockland
(
schools by Mrs. William T. Flint. R
remind uie of ancient Byzantine
LION gas heater for sale. Tel. 654-W.
60-It
Miss Hope Farrington and Leslie
558
gowns, rich wtth hand embroidery school run by two young college scandal. The school is lost and tne
,n Rockland bounded and described
59-61
EXPERIENCED maid wanted st once.
Clark were guests Sunday of Mr. N„ Thomaston town nurse. These und bright with muny colors. The women. Martha Doble iMiriam Hop- romance is broken. The situation
t£ '^•Tern^m?”*0 Main Call 596
THIRTY-foot cabin cruiser for sale.
00-it
Clark's mother Mrs. Clifford A are Issued each year by the Public average skirt Is made from cloth kins) and Karen Wright (Merle seems desperate until an unexpected; street and 34 33 feet southerly from the
BUSINESS man ot woman wanted tor j LT TelV,M5-iJ“O'“b‘<‘
,mn“S$£
Inn of the
»h. southerly
anntha.ln line
llw. of
.A# boarder
X
»
r.ti I_ i«..„
. — „r
iiw. tenth m !I Intersection
In a small quiet family Refer
Clark.
Health Association of thc State of that measures at least tive meters Oberon).
Both
fall
tn
love
with
turn
of
events
brings
the
tTUth
t4>
I parg Street with the westerly line of' encea required 65 North Main St 60-tl
GO-tf
NEW
milch
Ouernscy
row
for
sali- W
' Main Street: running thence by Main
58*60
The sum of $9.25 war realized from Maine as an incentive to school long. It Is pleated together so that Joseph Cardin, a young local doctor light and the story ends happily,
ONE or 2 furnished rooms wanted for L MERRIAM. Union Mr
it Is close fitting around tlie waist
I Street aoutherly 12 feet, more or less,
modern. Write Rooms care
EARLY and late cabbagr caullfb-wc*.
the cooked food sale which was spon children to keep well and in order to
to line of land conveyed January 10. housekeeping,
while at the bottom It flares out iJoel McCrea), but Martha, seeing —adv.
ette.
58*60 and tomato plants for sale. ERED 8.
daaic
----1 1916 by John L. Donohue to Alan L Courler-C
sored Saturday by Pine Cone Troop.
59*61
—'■ ■■■ ■ '■————— Bird; thence by aald Bird's land westerNEAT woman. 25-40. for rooking and KENNISTON. Union Mr
earn these certificates they must and swirls with every step.
Girl Scouts
general housework wanted. References
FOUR or five show rases for sale, high
The
embroidery,
which
Is
of
deli

striking
and
selfish
sister.
Beth
was
’
S^the
’
suiter
”
meet the requirements as to the con
Write Box 748. Rockland
58-tf quality mahogony. plate plass. very
WARREN
Mrs. Edgar A Ames entertained dition of teeth, tonsils, eyes, ears, cate handiwork. Is often a mosaic
59-61
i the backbone of the family', support, em, * the^rtek^buUdt^kno^ „ ue
HOUSEKEEPER and companion for low price. SENTER CRANE CO
of
all
the
colors
of
the
rainbow.
elderly lady In Rockland wanted Write
HOL'SEHOIJ) furnishings for salr. 17
her Bridge Club Tliursday night at weight and posture and must produce
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
will
for
Jim.
her
father
had
but
a
meager
on
a
line
which
is
parallel
to
and
55
ioo
80-65
Box 383 or phone 468
57-tf James 81 . Tel 1184-JK
Tbe favorite hues, tewsver, ar;
her home. Each guest came dressed
, „ , birth certificates.
Pupils who green and violet against a back serve supper Tliursday. committee, to alary and eventually lost that. When ’a*d 7torer'i2 leet" more*,”'lr^. thence
MIDDIB-AOED man wanted, good
.COIJJE pups for sale, males. $5 fe
as a gentleman and Mrs. K«1 Stet-1
high standard arf;
milker,
who
wants
good
home
and
males
83
KEITH
B
MINK.
Appleton
be: Mrs HerbertWaltz. Mrs. Nora Beth's employer called to see her on *-urty «
%ut”of small wages, permanent place. Work
ground of white.
59*61
son was awarded the prize for cos
"Ethiopian sleeves are another Russell and Mrs. Eugene Durgin.
business. Jewell tier prettysister. J the lot conveyedby Oliver B Fales. et mostly chores References exchanged
oivtv
—ri---- :
Sub-Primary—John Dana, Paul
E
E.
CHAPMAN.
Lake
View
Farm.
75,
A
E
^^N
Fr^ndihlo
tume. At two tables of auction
I...-a
....
k.1™
-er
—
in
als..
10
Wm
T.
Cobb
by
deed
recorded
Simpson. Richard Marr. Lloyd Miller, attractive feature which the Itallun
E. H. T. Hilchey economist, and
UP ,0 *-un 80 effectively in ,n
gy pil<e 572 and conv(,yed to Nobleboro
52-tf
A E WOTTON Frle,,dJa.l|’1
bridge prizes for top scores fell to
advance Is giving to the fashion
.
...
>
a . Beth's new dress she aDnarcntlv Edward B MacAlllster by John L
as chef or oraer cook want
Dana Clukey, Charlotte Overlock,
*J'~
Donohue by warranty deed dated Jan edPOSITION
Best of reference*
HORAt-K i’smhv
DARK
rich
for gardens,
sale,
world of Europe und AmerWu." she official representative Of the O A
Mrs Douglas Vinal ana Mrs Dana
OraceSt CUT
HORACE PkRRJ, rUo housrluloloam
lrallfr
Mt for
dJubl
Raymond Suomela, Roger Steele. continued. "They are almost like R. P , will speak at the town hal!
lhe >'oun« man off h1’
>»• }?,6„
.V,/
orace ot.. city.
.. llBrne„ cheap for quick aale. W. W.
Stone. Tlie other guests were Mrs.
Roland Weaver. Annie Ross Audrey the leg-o-muttons of grandmother's Thursday at 8 daylight, his subject
SMALL power boat wanted with good BUTLER City. Tel 603-M
slOrJ “ one
0011,1111 between Burvey ^4 marks thereof are made a
58*60
Herbert Wheeler. Mrs William Vinal,
_
engine, suitable for lobster fishing
Beth s idea of duty and her desire to part of thia conveyance
BABY yard, baby bed and stroller for
„
„ „
j
Butler, Harold Cushman. Vera Chap- day, only they are more balloon | -The Townsend Plan,
58-80 LLle.
,
.
„
A
l The above lota were thia day con- Phone Damariscotta 47-12
Mrs Ellis C. Young and Miss Eleanor
„
26 Orove street
58*60
_ ,
- -v
„ .. cut loose from all responsibility. But veyed to the above named mortgagor
man. Alton Foster. Frederick Henry. shaped—as though they had been
Guests Sunday at the Baptist .. *
. U *.h*re JUn
, ,‘°r C°_
E B MacAlllster by deed to be
. F. C R I. chicks for sale. 400 on each
F. Seeber.
n*S , #nd. by
"coSed
“
ter by de d to be
Mary Jean Lakeman. Raynold blown up by a bicycle pump. Tbey Parsonage were Miss Vivian Drinkr of following dates: May 20 24 28 June
John Poles who escaped from the Andersoir
Uon sim. just look that way as a result of
I 1. price 10c. Tel Warren 3-4 C. E OVER38
.
.
j does his boy scout work. The father' And whereas, said Mortgage was as- ’ p
/» aa
water, and Miss Ruby Burlock both
.
k, k
JJ J .
k. signed by the Mid North National Bank ♦
SlimdlAP I fiHaffdt ♦ LOCK?___________________________ 60-62
fine pleating.
State Prison Oct 8. 1933 is now an mons. Oay Stetson. Helen McLain
-r T>.n_. .
disappeared which added to hls to the Rockland National Bank a . □ummer VUllagei ,
POWER boat 30 foot long 8 ft. wide,
OI UrrUCr.
.
___ . _
I Natlnnjkl h&nklnjr cnrrw»r«tlnn iocat»d at ! L
Inmate of a jail ln London. Ontario, Irville Luce, William Robertson.
|<es**«s<«><«a*4»4«a<»t**4** )| i 5 ton Parr Kermuth engine. 6-82 H P.
Umbrellas Not Folding.
family di.strv.ss but came bock with
j
JAMES
R. BURNS. Friendship. Maine
Mrs.
Lua
Libby
and
Mrs.
sentenced lor 10 days and fined $10 Bobby Watts, Arthur Sevon, Basil
If you have a cottage to let or aea smile because he had found that dated July IS. l»l and recorded in
“I could rave for hours about
60-62
slre summer boarders, advertise tha
for tiding on freight trains. He Frost. William Young and Hope the cute Uttle umbrellas these wom Spear have returned from Aubur:. , ,s insurance policy matured and 573°'pa<geU458; ^nd^^heroas.^he’ cOTdiSEEDS of all kinds direct from tiie
fact Id shls paper where thousanua
roarers, triple tested. C. C TIBBETTS.
of said Mortgage has been broken,
will read of It.
was identified by fingerprints for Paulsen.
en carry. They are made out of where they spent the xeek with Mr> ' furnish<d him a. neat sum. well tion
nQW therefore, by reason of the breach — ... . —------------------------------------- x88 Main St
60-82
DESIRABLE, coxy oottatfe at Spruce . —;------- ---------------------wicker and look like straw mush Libby's hrother. Fred Folsom.
warded to the Central Bureau of
Armour discovers that Beth is not SO °t th« condition thereof. I. Edward C Head
First Grade—Dorothy Ann Merrill.
to let. wel, furnished, nur salt
STOAWBERRY plant* for aale Senator
Payson,
in
my
capacity
aa
Receiver
of
rooms. They are so small that they
plenty ot land for garden Fire ( Dunlap 61 per 100 88 per 1000. postage
identification a- Washington.
Union High School girls played plain after all
the said Rockland National Bank and water,
John Raymond Spear. Ernest Morse. can be carried without any bother,
wood for the cutting Short distance, extra W C. LUFKIN. R D Rockland
Warren High School girls Friday
60-62
Coaching is by Miss Eleanor OoodMoV^7 C‘,lm ‘ from Rockledge Inn. Call 793-W after
David Parsons of Melrose. Mass Alfred Frankowskl. Bernice Mitchell, even though they don't fold up."
4 p. m._________
60-tf
MILL wood for sale. $1 per cord, while
was weekend guest of Joel Miller.
Parker Mitchell, Robert Beattie. LorAsked If she thought there was afternoon in a game of soft ball in win and Principal Horace P Maxey. ( Dated at Rockland. Maine, this first
FURNISHED cottage for sole, one to It lasts, both dry and green. H A HART.
1,M-EDWARD C PAYSON
let. Bayside. Norihocrt. Water, lights, 8outh Hope. Maine_______________ 60*62
Mr and Mrs. Guy K Lermond mo- ralne Butler. Helen Joan Lynch, a possibility of Ethiopian hair which the Union lassies rolled up a Dancing ln Glover hall will follow a*7 °f
Receiver
Rockland
National
Bank
minute
to P O. Stores, beach Wonder
DRY. hard fittedwood. 88 cord; and
tored to Portland Saturday for the Beverly Maxey. Bruce Jack. Patricia dressing setting a vogue, stie re score of 21 to Warren's 8. Union s thc play.
54-T-80 ful spot quiet restful vacation A W 10 bushel seed potatoes. Tel 257-3.
plied
:
battery
was
Beverly
Simmons,
and
_
___________
ORBOORY
59-81 LOFMAN BROS
58*60
Roes. Muriel Blackington, Bettyday
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
“I feel certain that It will be tak
GILLETTE cottage at Crescent Beach
HOWARD 17 strawberry plants 60c per
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Kalloch of See kins. Joan Crie. Dorothy Brasier. en up because It Is so practical and P Hannan: Warren's, D. Simmons,
Wolverine, shell horsehide work
Whereas. Emma F Orotton of Rock for rale, three bedrooms, double garage 100
Tel 7-14, Warren. CLARENCE
and H. Thompson.
choice location furnished Apply SPEAR
55-tf
Portland, spent Sundav with hls par Virginia Smith Maryan Burkhardt. cool. The hair Is combed severely
shoes can now be beught at Me land ln the County of Knox and State shed,
to
MISS
GILLETTE
at
cottage
from
STRONG rugKcd tomato plants now
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lynch and lvin's Shoe Store in Rockland, price of Maine, by her Mortgage Deed dated May 28. to June 4. 1936
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Kalloch. Russell Kirk. Mary Ross. Wilma back from the forehead, almost like
60-82
5941
_ ready at th'- CITY t-ARM
the twentieth day of December. 1929.
a boyish bob, but on each side tt daughter Mary, and Mrs. Mary $4.50 and they are worth it.—adv.
Tlie 36-foot yacht Seguin, built for Sheffield. Robert, MaSi-y, Marylan
SAWED dry soft wood for sole. $6
and recorded in Knox County Registry
rolls down and outward In natural
V cord, fitted 86 50 ; 81 a foot ALFRED
of Deeds. Book 221. Page 516. conveyed] I
D R. Stoneleigh, of New York city. Goodwin. Loll Hastings, Gwendolyn puffs. And almost any sort nf hat Shorten of Manchester, N. H„ are
59*61
♦ DAVIS. 8 Lovejoy St Tel. 56-W
to the North National Bank, a National 1 |
by Morse Boatbuilding Corp, sailed I dat't-scn’ Irene Brooks. Sayward Hall. can be worn with the hair fixed this spending a few days at their home
CAMBRIDOE TAILORING CO. cus
Legal Notice
banking corporation having Its location ' a
here.
Frederick
Brssier
Harmon
Reed.
tom made suits, overcoats 818 to 850
Friday, and another 33-foot yacht for
way.
at Rockland aforesaid, a certain lot
Will call at your home or office 400
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Copeland
John R McGinley of New York city, Nancy Charlotte Libby. Clyde Smith.
"Many Ethiopian women use mut
_____
parcel__of_________
land with the buildings
____
there- I ______
LADIES_________
—Reliable____
nalr goods _______
at Rock'samples to select from. A perfect fit
LEGAL NOTICE
on.
situate
ln
Rockland,
aforesaid
and
land
Hair
Store,
24
Hm
St
Mail
ordert
'
T'’
H p
Whereas Reid R Pierson of St Oeorge
was launched Saturday morning Joan Ross. Shirley Richards. Elaine ton fat to keep their liair In place, have returned from Thomaston
2 Orange St. Rockland.
5I*53-tf
In the Countv af Knox and State of described as follows•- BBOINNINO st solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
but
I
don't
think
this
greasy
Idea
Stone.
Mildred
Jenkins,
and
Lloyd
where they spent the winter and Maine hv hls mortgage deed dated a point In the northerly line of Mave- j
Yesterday morning a third yacht,
53-tf
OOOD dark loam for sale, for flower
will ever be taken up by western have re-opened their home here.
January
recorded —
tn ____
Knox, rick 8treet which marks the westerly
- - _ 19. 19*4, and
-----------------ALL those who have bills against the Hardens and lawns Delivered. Tel 23-W.
Spartel. built for ex-Mayor Andrew Smith.
County
Registry
of eDeeds
Book —235 os.tarlv
line of Charles
Fales property
and the ••Estate
of . Charles
O Waterman North
WILLIAM ANDERSON. West Meadow
Dn
ALMt
s-asv-oel
~
♦ • fhanra
.
-.. ..
. .
' D.,aH
Second Grade—Daniel Lakeman. women." she concluded.
490. oc-sv-s
conveyed
tozs vv
Home
Owners easterly lines
line nf
of VVthe lTa,.lr<>l]
Haskell 11'lot;
thence Haven,
J. Peters of Boston and North Haven
and all
those who owe ..
the estate
Road
59-61
The Union Cemetery Association Page
Loar.
Corporation,
a
corporation
duly
I
easterly
by
said
street,
sixty
five
feet:
Donald Rich, Beulah Powers, George
PURB honey for sale. Nature's finest
was launched.
will meet at 7 standard Saturday at established under the laws of the United thence at right angles with Maverick CLARENCE E WATERMAN Exr,, North ', sweet,
bv
Parcel
Post.
3
pounds
75c.
6
Underwear on Statue
of America and having Its office Street to line of land of Llmerock Rall- Haven. Me______________________ W82 pounds 81 45 G. A TARR. Star Route.
the home ot Joseph Stickney. Inter States
Miss C Helen Russell, who has been Tillson, Roy Weaver, Nancy Luut.
and p Inclpal place of business In Wash road Company: thence westerly by line
____________
54-G2
LAWN mowers sharpened called for I Hockland.
Betty Gillis, Marjorie Jordan. Ray
Reveals It as a Fraud ested citizens who have lots in that' Ington. D C :
of said Company, to line of the Haskell
spending the winter with Mrs Alid-i
lot; thence southerly, by line of the and delivered Prompt service. CRIE
POUR week's old pigs for sale also
the followin' dr-crlbed real estate,
Swanholm.
Russell
Miller,
George
Ixvndon.
—
One
of
the
best-known
HARDWARE
CO.
Tel
791
Rockland
Haskell lot to place of beginning
„
Raspberry plants 3c each Tel 321-W
yard are urged to tic present. It
Keene, in Hyde Park. Mass, arrived
situated ln St Oeorge ln the County
Also another certain lot or parcel of
43-tf 397 Old County Rd . F. A. KIMBALL
exhibits in the British museum, the
af Knox and State of Maine
will be remembered that Cyrus
here Thursday and was an overnight Gilbert Grafton, James Robinson.
land situated on the northerly side of I POULTRY wanted L POU8T.
A
certain
tot
or
parcel
of
land
to

_______
.
138
1
_
_____________________________
53-tf
Lawrence Kangas. Beverly Grant,; Cervetri Sarcophagus. Is to he reMaverick Street In said Rockland, front- I Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
Eaton's grave is there and will un- j gether with the buildings thereon,
guest of Mrs. Cassandra Washburn
GLORIOUS Olads and Dahlias. Oladlmoved
from
its
position
in
the
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twenty
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said
street
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exI
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In
said
St
Oeorge.
and
olus. large corms mixed. 50 for $1.
tending back to land of Llmerock Roll- 1
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rn.zi Cnmn.n. h.is. a etrin twentv
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i Gladiolus, smaller corms mixed. 100 for
wit: Beginning at the southeast
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lot
STANDARD
WEIGHTS
mixed, not labeled. 15 for
bound of school house lot at
81 Dahlias labeled. 5 with 1 unlabeled,
Elliot. Gertrude Hanley, Donald Reil- declare It Is a forgery.
sold to James A. Rollins by Charles
_____
a tree on the westerly side of the
Main street ready for occupancy.
30.-31.
for
81
Price
list sent on request. MRS.
Pales tn April 1928
lane leading from the Main town
A I. PERRY. Willow Brook Oardens,
The museum bought the sarco
Miss Elisabeth Brown, a member
Josephine Mitchell, Doris Vinal.
Being the same premises conveyed by gy Bushel As Provided By Hope.
Prank D. Rowe accompanied by 1 road to the old William Henderson
Maine.
Route 10S. Tel 11-4. 48*65
James A. Rollins to thia mortgagor by
1
of the Orphean Club at Lasell Semi- Ro&er Le™0Gasper. Wln- phagus In 1873 as part of a lot of Charles E. Lord of Camden attended 1 house: thence southerly bv said lane
deed recorded Knox Registry of Deeds,
DRY hard fitted and Junk wood.
Maine
Statutes
ten 1IO1 rods and five (5i links to
about
1,000
objects
from
a
Roman
under cover, for sale W. L. OXTON. West
book 222. page 79.
nary, was among those who sang fred Williams. Carlton Sawyer. Vlra stoke and stones at the north
Rockport. Tel. Camden 8011.
43-tf
Also another certain lot or parcel of
denier. It lias come to light that the Institute of the Bluehill district
east corner hound of Nancy J HsrtU
in the chorus at the Pops at Sym- $inia Mackie. Vernon Lewis. Ray
land
with
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thereon,
situ

Standard
weight
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pro
Among the! land; thence south seventy-seven
instead of being a genuine 000 B. C. at Bluehill Friday.
OREEN fitted hard wood for sale,—
ated at Olen Cove ln the town of Rock- vMed by Section 39 ot the Revised
phony Hall, in Boston. Friday on the Garstensen. Marion Olson, Floyd Etruscan statue, It was made In the speakers were Payson Smith of Bos- j degrees forty-five minutes west by | ^d
re o*fndw“ronronnstr«tn ^un^'and | St«tme.'as am'^'de'd bT P^bll’c'^w". S^ytiTS'SrThS"
the northern line of said Nancy J.
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Robinson and Nathalie Hall.
Nineteenth century by Enrico Pen- ton, Dr. Clarence C. Little of Bar ' Hart, twenty-three (231 rods to
Ripleys Creek, so-called; thence
Mrs Robert H. Libby and daughThird Grade—Ernest Mitchell, nelli, a sculptor.
Harbor and Dr. Butterfield.
northerly hy said creek about ten
street. 114‘a feet easterly from the corn
E. J. Forsdyke, keeper of the de
ter Nancy were wjcktnd guests of Phillip Kalloch. Janette Linscott,
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1 Bushel—Pound*
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56 fitted. 89: Junks. $9; soft wood and
Benjamin H. Hall; thence easterly along Apples _______
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87; kindlings. T J CARROLL.
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make
ready
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Apples,
dried
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seventy-nine degrees east by said
Granville T. Brow, at their home in Roger Long, Loren Jordan. Maxine
Street. 100 feet to iand of Merton L Barley
_.. 4S R F. D.. Thomaston. Tel 2S3-21 Rotkschool hou-e lot. twenty-two 1221
pected that thc figure of the woman Celebration July 30-31. It seemed
Taylor;
thence
southerly
by
land
of
06 1>nJ - _________________________
Foster, Charlotte Mitchell. Barbara
rods to said lane and place of be 1 said Taylor. 108'i feet to land of Hattie Beans
Friendship.
reclining on the top of the sarco advisable to campaign early as scars
ginning.
66
--- ------------------------------- E. Oregory: thence westerly by land of Beans, Lima .......
Miss Margery Ellen Mills, daughter Carney. Harold Simmons. Kenneth phagus was a fake.
The
above
described
premises
are
all
■aid Oregory. 61 feet to land of said Beans, shell _...._
will be effaced more easily now than
Stetson,
Virginia
Roes,
James
Gill'
and
the
same
which
were
conveyed
of Mr and Mrs. Amos Stone Mills of
"Etruscan women In COO B. C.,"
thence northerly by land of
to the said Reid R Pierson hy Henry ]j Oregory:
58 !
later. Raking leaves, cleaning away
said Oregory ill feet to the place of Beans, Soy ___________ _
Olles. by warranty deed dated
"Atticus Hill" goes Wednesday to at chrest, Mary Sheffield. Marjorie ’ he declares, “may have had strange [ debris, planting of trees and flowers,
beginning,
two-tenths of an Beans, scarlet or whits runner.
October 11. 1899. recorded In Knox j acre, more containing
fashions,
but
they
never
’
vers
Cushing.
Harold
Paulsen,
June
Rob

or
less.
pole
tend the Ivy house parties at Bowdoin
County Registry of Deeds ln Book
W*-.**—*«**«****6l
I cutting down unsightly dead trees,
Being the same premises conveyed to Beans, string
inson, Gilbert Beattie. Estelb Over drawers."
118. Page 74
24
this
mortgagor
by
deed
of
Hattie
E
College.
SMALL unfurnLohrd apartment to let,
This Instrument Includes all heat
painting
up
Is
included
in
the
cam47
Oregory
recorded
Knox
Registry
book
j
Beans,
Windsor
(broad)
romer Union 8t.. and Talbot Ace. Tel.
Mrs John A. McEvcy annd care lock, Mary Richards. Edwin Leach,
ing. plumbing and lighting fixtures
207.
page
63.
Beets
.....................................
Women Maul Thief
$0
,
!
pa
’
gn,
that
thc
town
may
be
as
clean
and equipment now or hereafter at
t-R__________________________ 57-82
taker. William White . returned to John Thornton. Arthur Aiic’»rson.
60
,
,Mno.th*lnr S"
1" lot of?rGlen
p*r"
‘ of Beets,
mangel-wurzel ....
tached to or used In connection witli
Philadelphia.—Trying to fright j as possible for one of lt« greatest
land,
situate
the1*village
Cove.
_
MODERN four-room downstair apart
the real estate herein described
SO ment to 1st. with garage. 481 Old County
Lowell. Mass. Friday after a brief Bernard Clark, Phyllis Oxton. Willis en tliree women with a toy pistol, ! events.
In said Rockport, bounded and described :
sugar . ...................
And whereas, the conditions of said a.s followsBEGINNING at the norther- , Beeta, turnip. ..... ..............
60
I
Rd
60-62
Spear,
Robert
Armstrong,
Carl
visit with hcr sister-in-law Mrs B.
brought the thief only a ripped coat
mortgage have been broken; now. there12 | APARTMENT to let completely re
Greenn .....................
Frank D.
.na vL„
Jo»pn
nnd a blackened eye. When he 'sSrsSU
H Copeland. They were accompan Brooks and Phyllip Kalloch.
.1 n™,
RnrkSnd
M
-y-J40 decorated with hath, heater, garage nnd
Orotton. February 19. 1925 and recorded Blackberries
garden space. 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W
Fourth Grade—Averell Robinson, showed hls gun, the clerk opened
ied here by Miss Myrna Copeland
ln book 207. page 63: thence south Blueberries ______________ _
42 I
59-tf
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1
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* torney duly authorized, hereby claims a veyed. Ill feet to a comer; thence
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loudly to "Come and get It." The t r ooserve the
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of
,
foreclosure
of
said
mortgage
48 ! rent. C M BLAKE Wall Paper Store,
Mass., during the winter, and who Ralph Paulsen, Carlton Pease, Lois
south-easterly by said lot. 61 feet to a
two women In the back of the shop i recitation
Dated this fifteenth day of Mav 1936 corner at land of Merton F Taylor; Carrots ,_—________ _ _______
Northend. Tel. 1061
60-82
returned to her home on Knox street. O'Neil,
Eleanor
Nelson.
Rose heard her and raced to her nld.
HOME OWNERS’ LOAN CORP
thence south-westerly by land of said Corn, cracked
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FIVE-room
tenement
to
let.
at
the
By
Edgar
F.
Corliss.
| Members of Ivy Chapter OES.
Taylor 183 2 feet, more or less, to land
Capt and Mrs. Carlson of Glouces- Mitchell, Peter Lynch. Harlan Lins66 i Highlands
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neighborhood,
Its Attorney of Rose E Barrows; thence northwester Corn. Indian
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rent,
to
desirable
tenants.
,
will
meet
at
Masonic
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Wednesday
Cranberries
60-T-66
ter. Mass., arc guests of Mr and Mrs. colt. Phyllis Hall. Jean Gillchrest.
ly by land of said Barrows. 198 feet to
I V L. PACKARD 253 Maverick street
land of Hattie Oregory; thence north Currants
■ at 1.30 daylight, and march to the
( ___ _________________________________ 60-62
Payson George. Jean Crie, William
G. R Hoffses. North Cushing.
PUBLIC NOTICE
easterly
by land of Hattie E. Oregory. Dandelions
Moving
“
Staircase
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J
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POUR-room apartment, furnished and
To
the
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Offlcvra
of
the
Town
Congregational
Church
in
a
body
to
295
8
feet,
more
or
less
to
the
place
of
Mrs. Belle Parsons, who has been Condon. Charles Smith, Audrey SimFeed
-------------------------of Isle au Haut In Knox County and beginning, containing 8778 square feet,
60 i heated, to let; garage 88 Pleasant St.
Up Side of Mountain j attend the funeral services of Laura State of Maine
visiting her sister Mrs. Levi Turner, mons, Benjamin Smalley, George
Flaxseed
more or less.
66 j Tel 913-J________________________ 48-tf
Th? undersigned respectfully peti
Being the same premises conveyed to Hair ______________________
E. Brackett.
Vienna.—A moving “staircase"
11 1 OARAOE on Orient street, to let In
(or the past several days, returned i Little, Howard Stetson. Mae Studley,
tions your honorable Board of Select- this mortgi
mortgagor by warranty deed from Kale . ............................................
is quire MR3. C. W. PROCTOR. 39 Union
to the snows has been erected
men lor license to build and maintain : Hattie E. Gregory,
_
____ ____
• • • •
recorded
Knox
and Eleanor Williams.
Friday to Damariscotta.
St.______________________________59-61
I
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......................
a fish weir Into the tide waters, within Registry of Deeds, book 211. page 83
on
the
Seminering.
mountain
re

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Lineken
Fifth Grade—Encs Verge, Marie
ROOMS to let. ladles preferred 17
the limits of said Town of Isle au Haut.
And whereas, said Mortgage was as- Meal (except oatmeal) ....... .....
Senior Promise Laughs
60
sort two hours journey from Vi
, Suffolk street.
and in accordance with the provisions I signed by the sold North National Bank Meal, corn . .......... .
60-62
motored Sunday to Skowhegan where Overlock, Harry Stultz, Barbara
50
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comedy,
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in
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of
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Chapter
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of
the
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.
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National
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enna. The "staircase" starts at
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second-floor
heated
Meal, rye .....................................
50 apartment
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located
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as
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by
Chapter
139
of
they visited their daughter and son- Maxey, Edith Sawyer, Arlene Rob
to let, 14 MASONIC ST.
inrec acts, win oe preseniea rriu-«y thp pubnc La,, of,#3) and further
an altitude of 3,300 feet and
aald Rockland, by written assignment Millet, Japaneee .........................
35
59*61
in-law. Mr. and Mrs Francis Friend. \ bins. Glenice Lermond, Robert Clark,
at 8 15 at the
Town hall,by the amended bv Chapter 88 of the Public dated July 18. 1931. and recorded ln Oats ........ .......... ............ . ...........
ends on the Hirshenkogel sum
32.
THE
Corson
house on North Main
Knox County Registry Of Deeda. Book
mit, 5,000 feet up. It consists
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Shaw anJ Everett Condon, James Dana,
senior c.ass. Proceeds Will be used
To be situate off the land owned by- 173, Page 457; and whereas, the condi Onions . ....... .............................
62 street to let. unfurnished.
60-tf
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children. Jean and David of Port Madolyn Haupt. Beverly Kirkpatrick
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,»dV at
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therefore,
by
reason
of
the
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al motion hy motors similar to
45 South Msln streets Flush toilet and shed
land. were weekend guests of Mr Harcld XOtchell. Neil Libby, Malcolm
The comedy is well cast, with MLss I Harbor. SO called, with a lead extending of the condition tb.-reof. I Edward Peaches, dried ____ ............ ......
33 Phone 1159, L. A. THURSTON, city.
those used at the top and bot
, _
,
j five hundred (5091 feet from high water C Payson. In my capacity as Receiver
Shaw's parents, Mr. and Mrs Henry Carney, Richard Thornton, Ruth
Pearl Thompson 4n the leading role I mark to twenty <20) feet of water at low of the said Rockland National Bank, and Peanuts, green ...........................
22 _________________________________ 59161
tom of ordinary funicular rail
POUR-room tenement to let. lights,
hereto duly authorized, hereby claim a Peanuts, roasted .........................
B. Shaw.
Miller and Edwin Lynch.
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Harlan
Spear
playing
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I
t
'pern,Vion°ha7'
r
bLS
‘
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n°tM
by
John
20 garden,
ways. Attached to the cable are
very reasonable rent to right
foreclosure of said Mortgage.
Pears
.
.........................................
68
party C F PRESCOTT, 29 Prescott. St.,
Sixth Grade—Richard Whitney,
her. Miss Katherine Starrett has D P<*»)x>dv for said construction
Dated at Rockland. Maine, thia first
handles. The track over which
Peas, smooth ........ . ...... ...........
rel 489-W__
60*62
a
.
Your petitioner prays that due notice day of May. 1936.
60
It glides Is a hank of snow. To
Sally Gray, Christine Carstensen^
'the part Of the plea*sant mother of I may be had upon the foretroln? petl- J
FRIENDSHIP
EDWARD C PAYSON
Peas, unshelled, green ..............
28
SEVEN room house to let modern Imuse
it
skiers
grip
one
of
the
Ban

Receiver
Rockland
National
Bank.
the
Albert Hill
tlon piarp
by law
r,‘tlulre<L be
»ndset.
th»that
l « ttlnP
Leona Frisbee. Richard Clark. Alma
66 i provements $16 a month. V. F. STUDLEY
me family
iamuy. with
wnn Aioert
mu ns
ns the
tne and
of hearing
all
54-T-60 Peas, wrinkled ...........................
dies and they are dragged uphill
Potatoes ....................... . .............
60 Tel. 330.________ ___ ______________ 56-tf
Tlie Townsend Ciub meeting Leach. Robert Young, Pauline Gillis,
discouraged father.
Miss Velma I interested parties may be heard
Dated at said Isle su Haul on the
so that what was once a stren
Potatoes, sweet . ..........................
64 1 HOUSE to let. modern, centrally loscheduled for Thursday night has Harlan Keyes. Marion Overlock,
Mellin will have the role of the pret fourteenth day of May, A D.. 1936.
A mountain man, who rarely. If Oulneea
. ................................ as ' catc<1; als0 3-room furnished apartment.
uous climb lasting nearly an
xuuiirs ...................................... ......... as heated; 4-room
81gned.
room apartment on Camden
been postponed to next week to give Paul Korhonen, Edward Kllleran,
tv. selfish sister, while Avard Robin
ever, visited a town of any size, drove Kaapberrlea .............
hour Is now a ride of ten min
street. MRS FROST. Tel. 318-W 53-tf
HARRY N BUCKMINSTER
ORDERED That public notice be into Statesville with his son, traveling Klee, rough ..........
the Townsendites an opportunity to Eva Spear, Phyllis Kalloch. Tawno
utes.
son romps through the part of
DESIRABLE apartment, six rooms and
given upon the foregoing petition by
Rye ......................
bath to let. reasonable rent, 104 North
hear E. H. T. Hilchey at Towin hall Brooks, Walter Chapman. Marjorie
Junior who straightens out the publication In The Courler-Oazette. that In a decrepit car.
Main
St . Tel 27-M.______________ 51 -tf
,
....
.
Salt,
coarae
all Interested persona mav appear In the
Warren on this date. Hls subject will Woodcock. Roger Morse. Esther
human tangle. HLs friend is Miss premises.
Climbing out of the car on one of Salt Turk.s Igland
In «ald Isle au Haut. on SaturTHREE room all modern furnished
apartment to let. V. P. STUDLEY. Foss
be “The Townsend Plan.”
Achorn, Olive Korhonen. Eugene
Helcn Thompson, and Jasper Snear 1 day- thc 23rd day of May at 2 °'clock in the main streets, the old man ap Salt, fine
Hoi
’ 330 or 1154.
douse. Tel.
, ,
... . .
...
I the aiternoon. at which time and place
50-tf
-----------------| Fales, Henry Young and Donald
a neighborhood ihe Selectmen aforesaid will give a peared fascinated by the pavement. Suit, Liverpool
in a town school an infant class is JohnWebster,
SECOND floor apartment opposite J.
Seed,
alfalfa
....................
66
friend
public
hearing
upon
said
petition
ond
Rytex Polka printed stationery Is Achorn.
reading lesson was in progress. The iiiciiu.
j proceed to examine the premlsea afore- He scraped his feet on the hard sur Seed, clover ............. ..................... 60 A. Jameson store to let. new bathroom,
new heating plant, all new paint and
face. and, turning to his son, re Seed, hemp ..................
on sale at The Courier-Gazette office
A synopsis of the comedy-drama 'I "»*?
word “stile" occurred, and the teach
44 I paper. C. A. HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut
Dated....
at Isle au „
Haut. on this six
49-tf
Twenty-five years ago I said. "If er inquired, “What is a stile?”
during May and June. This is the
says, “'Plain Sister' is the story of teenth day of May. AD. 1936
marked:
Seed, herdsgraaa........................
45 street. Tel. 986-J.
CHAS H TURNER
TWO apartments to let at corner of
Seed, Timothy ................................ 46
gay, colorful number you have been nobody else can fix it, bring it to
"Well,
I
don't
blame
’
em
for
build

Immediately six-year-old Audrey an all-too-common condition. Plain
OEO C COOMBS
and Grove Sts. MRS. LEOLA
Hungariangrass .................. 48 Union
ROSE. 100 Union St.
43-tf
I’RBD W COUSINS
asking for. Only $1 a box. Postage! me." I still say it. Nilo's Garage.— replied, "The way you put your sister Beth was not so plain, but was
ing a town here. The ground Is too Seed,
Seed, millet..................................... 50
Selectmen of Isle au Haut
TWO
furnished apartments to le?.
10c.
Iftdvclothes on."—Manchester Guardian. just overshadowed by her more
60-It darn hard to plow, anyhow."
Seed, orchard gras*..................... 14 Call 792.
J3-U
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OClETY
Mrs. Veda Brown and Mrs. Carl
Christofferson entertained "T" Club
at The Big Elm Tea Room, Tenants
Harbor, Thursday. Chicken supper
was served and the members at
tended Strand Theatre.

ROCKLAND TO HAWAII
Mrs Francis Cobb Norton, who re
cently closed her Llmerock street
home, leaves the city tomorrow
(Wednesday) enroute to the western
coast, with visits to her daughter,
Mrs. Wilbur Pressey in Lynn, and her
son, Edward Norton, ln Summit, N.
J. May 28 Mrs. Norton will take
passage at Jersey City on S. 8.
President
Harrison, sailing via
Panama Canal, and alter a visit wtth
Mrs. Lucy Penfield at Mill Valley,
Calif., daughter of ihe late Marion
Cobb Snow of Rockland, continuing
her journey to Hawaii, where she will
make her future home with her
daughter, Miss Marion H. Norton, a
teacher ln the Punahon school at
Honolulu.
Mrs. Norton's absence
from hcr native ho.ne ln Rockland,
where her youthful ano later years
have been spent and where she Is
loved in many circles, will be widely
regretful to Uiose to whom she bids
farewell.

Miss Lotte McLaughlin is a guest
in Portland lentil Friday of this
week.

Miss Vivian Drinkwater and Miss
Ruby Burlock, teachers of Brewer
High School, were ln tlie city Satur
day for the Music Festival.

Mrs. Allen Rodney who has spent
the winter in Dorchester, Mass., has
returned to her home on Masonic
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Pettee and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers and chil
dren spent Sunday with relatives in
Waterville.
A public card party will be held
Wednesday afternoon at G A R. hall,
under auspices of the Auxiliary of the
S.U.V.

Mrs. Hattie Higgins is a patient at <
the Huntley home on Limerock street.1

Miss Rose Adams of the Wassookeag
School faculty was home for the
weekend, having as guest Miss Bunny
Sharpe of Dexter. Miss Adams re
BACK TO THE OLD HOME
lumed Monday while MLss Sharpe,
who became suddenly ill Saturday
Mrs. Grace (Simonton) Adams evening, is remaining for a few days
Young, formerly of Rockland, and at the Adams home on Berkeley street.
for the pant 36 years living ln Boston,
now renouncing that place of resi
Mrs. Lucille Hary and children of
dence, lias returned to the region of Camden were guests over the week
her earlier life and will make her end of Mrs. Ernest Young at her cot
future home ln Camden, where she tage at Battery Beach.
has bought and is now occupying the
J Hugh Montgomery place on High
Mrs. Etta Covel, who is with her
street, lately the home of Mrs. Lizzie daughter, Mrs Cecil Copping at BevPcr.dlcton. The house is near thc I erley Hills. Calif., recently attended a
old place of Samuel G. Adams parent-teachers' bridge given at “Pickgrandfather of Mrs. Yeung, so situat fair" the home of Mary Pickford.
ed as to afford a combined view of
Mrs. Ernest Young of Boston has
the mountain and thc waterfront.
Mrs. Henry N. Small of Philadelphia been guest the past week of her sister.
—formerly Florence Leland of Cam Mrs Henry Bird. Mrs Young is mov
den—will make her home with Mrs ing today to her newly acquired home
in Camden, formerly the Hugh Mont
Young, her cousin
The return of thjse former resi gomery house on High street. Among
dents of this vicinity will be warmly thc many Improvements made are the
welcomed by a wide circle of friends: gardens and outside work in charge of
and in Rockland particularly, with Mr Heistad of Rockport.
which Mrs Young has never lost her
Robert and Hervey Allen had as
social contacts, there will be awaiting
guests 1* U. of M friends, fraternity
her a cordial greeting: a character of
brothers and co-eds at the Copper
welcome that old-time Camden
j Kettle for lunch _ Saturday noon.
friends will similarly extend to Mrs.
' They returned to Orono via "Camp
Small
Walden" at Camden for the open
house fraternity dances Saturday
Mr. and Mrs Elbridge Pitcher of
night.
Belfast were in the city Satur

day for the Eastern Maine School
Music Festival. Mr Pitcher being
director of the Girls and Boys Glee
Clubs of ills home city. They were
joined by their daughter. Miss Gladys
Pitcher of the C. C. Birchard Co.
staff of Boston. MLss Pitcher accom
panied her parents lo Eelfast for the
weekend.

Warren C. Noyes, who Ls employed
by the M.CJLR. at Waterville, spent
Sunday at hls Rockland home.
Miss Mary Barrett of Hope is a
guest at Henry H. Payson's, Orace
street.

William Colson is down from Mas
sachusetts looking up ole friends.

Miss Emily MacDonald is home
The plant sale scheduled for Mon
from the Eastern Theological Semi
nary, Philadelphia, to visit her par day afternoon has been postponed
ents, Rev. and Mrs J. Charles Mac until the first of June, many of tlie
gardens having been “nipped by Jack
Donald.
Frost."
District Governor Alan L. Bird and
Mrs. Linwood Rogers v.ho has been
Mrs. Bird were in Polland Friday, to
attend thc tea given at Westbrook guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Junior College by Dr. Milton D. A. C. McLoon. has returned to her
Proctor, vice president of the Port home In Fort Fairfield.
land Rotary Club tnd Mrs. Proctor
Emanon Club was entertained
in honor of Will R. Manier, presi
Thursday
night at the home of Mrs.
dent-elect of Rotary International
Wallace
Little.
Broadway.
and Mrs. Manier, of Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Bird also attended the lunch
The Congregational Missionary
eon given in Mrs. Mauler's honor at Society will meet Wednesday at 3
Rockvill Inn Friday by the wives of p. m. at the home of Mrs. Kennedy
officers of the Portland Rotary Club. Crane on Beech street. Holders of
cent-a-meal boxes are asked to
Guests at the home of Miss take them to this meeting.
Gertrude Smith last week Included
Mr. and Mrs. J. Burton Edwards of
A social period was er.’oyed Thurs
Thompsonville, Conn.
day night at the First Baptist Church
by 200. a delightful program under
Mr. ,and Mrs. Ruel J. Whitney, who
the direction of Mrs. LouLsc Ingra
now make their home in Fruitland
ham and Miss Alice McIntosh con
Park. Fla., are enroute North for a
tributing additional pleasure. Rev.
summer sojourn in their former
J. Charles MacDonald led in prayer,
Rockland home.
following which these numbers met
Mr. and Mrs. William Dean. Wil with rich approval: Vocal solo, Miss
liam Doan Jr., and Mrs. Lillian D. Gladys Grant and Mrs. Loma
Perry and son Morns B. Perry mo Pendleton: musical reading. Dorothy
tored to Portland for the weekend Tibbetts: violin solo. Miss 8hlrlene
McKenney; male quartet, Osmond
visit with Miss Annie B. Dean.
Palmer. Raymond Pendleton, Ansel
The Woman’s Association of the Young and Ross McKinney; cornet
Congregational Church will hold its duet. Frank Young ar.d Gordon Wot
annual meeting Wednesday after ton. (Mr. Young had kindly come
noon at 4.30 at the home of Mrs. from Owl's Head to assist in the pre
Kennedy Crane, Beecli (treet. Instead sentation). A comedy sketch had in
of at the church as previously an Its cast. Eva Sylvester, Alfred Young.
nounced. Annual reports will be pre Ansel Young and Roy Joyce. Mrs
sented. and officers elected for the Lillian Joyce was pianist for all
ensuing year. Mrs. Harriet M. Frost, musical selections. Games supplied
vice president, will preside and tea general merriment and a light repast
will be served.
was served by members of the Oppor
tunity Class.
Rummage sale, Methodist vestry
Friday, May 22, doors open 9 a. m.
Nilo will do your work personally
60-61
by appointment. Nilo Spear.—adv.

Ladies’ night, Elks Home Wednes
Hot muffins, 5c at Munro's restau
day, May 20. Dancing and buffet rant, 8 Park St. Sandwiches. 10c, 2
for 15c.—adv.
lunch, 50 cents,
59-60

Daniel Andrews went Sunday to
South Hope where he has employ- j
ment at Alford Lake Camps for the
summer.
William J. Beauchaine of Augusta
v.as in town Sundav calling on E, A.
Champney. Mr. Beauchaine was
Eil
formerly employed by Mr. Champney
nnd succeeded him es manager of the
Augusta Western Union Office.
Robert Gregory, son of Bert Greg
ory , Glen Cove, and a senior at
Rockport High School, is a patient at
the Maine Ear and Eye Infirmary,
where Thursday he underwent a
mastoid operation.
Edward L. Richards has returned
from Wakefield. Mass., where he has
been on an extended visit. He was
accompanied home by his daughter
Mrs Ethel Herstroin who will re
Patent sandals—white ar.d in colors—were the style
sensation in Florida this past winter season. Never
main with him for two weeks.
liefore was footwear so tremendously accepted in
Richard Thomas Is at home from
these leading fashion renters.
Harvard Graduate School for a visit
Our buyers purchased these same popular patent
witli his parents, Mr. and Mrs. May
sandals in all white, blue and white, anu red and
nard Thomas.
white, in a complete lange of styles and sizes.
Stop in and see them . . . but hurry, they'll go fast.
An important meeting of the Car
nival-Regatta Committee, School
Board and High School teachers was
held Friday night and several plans
310 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
outlined which should work for the
betterment of this year's carnival as
well as those of future years.
Thc'RHS Freshman prize speak
tlval In Rockland had claimed several
A MUSIC REVEL
ing
contest will take place Wednes
of Its members for the Giee Club and
day at 8 o'clock at Town Hall and a
Junior Harmony Club Fig- was Provir* a strong attraction. general invitation is extended th?
.
.
i i v J Those who attended were: Ruth
ured Prominently In bed- Nlchols Jessle Olds Catherine public. Students participating ln the
eration Event At Bangor Delano, Mary and Joseph Anastasio. program are: Mildred Eutler. Robert
Cain, PhyllLs Crockett. Vera Easton.
-------Irma Thompson, Barbara Murray,
The Maine Federation of Music | Dorothy Tibbetts, Caroline and Bar- Robert Marcello, Pauline T atham,
Clubs held its 12th annual convention ^ara Bodman. Jeanette Gordon and Earl Ujiham and Grace Zoppina
The High School Orchestra will fur
Tliursday, Friday and Saturday in Dudley Harvie.
Bangor, musicians attending from all' on the afternoon program thc club nish music. Following thc contest a
social will be held under the auspices
parks of tlie Staif. The business, phase as its representative. Dudley
of the Athletic Association.
session and program were held at the Harvie who gave a trumpet solo. The
Mrs. Matiie C. Buzzell. who has
Bafigor House Thursday afternoon. ralher difficult composition of
presided over by Mrs. 8. Merritt -Triple tonguelng" was played from been a patient at Community Hospi
Farnham, State president of Lewis-1 memory and as the youthful mem- tal as a result of injuries received
when struck by an automobile several
ton.
bers said. “Put Ro;kland on the
The program opened with assembly map." Dudley received many con days ago, was tak?n yesterday to
singing, invocation oy Dr. Harry gratulations at the close of the Bangor for treatment.
Interesting services were held Sun
Truet and opening address by Prof session, which proved one of the
day
at the Baptist Church under the
Adelbert W. Sprague. Mrs. E. P most Interesting the Federation has
leadership of Evangelists Sylvester
Berry of Rockland gave a short, held.
and Gavitt. At the evening service
clever response. Mrs. Berry, in her
Rev. G. F. Currier read his resigna
position as first vice president, ls
J. N. Southard went Sunday to
continually lending her talents to the Winthrop. Mass , where his mother, tion as pastor of the church, to take
support and uplift of the Federation., Mrs Julia B southard was celebrat effect July 1.
The Junior Class RHS. will pre
ing her 80th birthday. Mrs. Southsent thc play “Crashing Society" at
The reports of the session were in
ard returned with him. and will visit
Town Hall May 28 with this cast:
terspersed with speeches and musical
Mr. and Mrs J. N. Southard. 10
Adam Dunnigan. True Spear; Elsie.
numbers, followed by a tea at the
• Ocean street.
Roberta Holbrook; Marguerite. Bar
Y. W C. A building. The concert of
bara Noyes; George Carl Eaton:
Thursday night presented by repre
A delegation of 25 Knox and Lin
Christabel,
Catherine
AnnLs;
sentative members of each senior
coln Kent's Hill Alumni members toScruples Scrysles, Donald Welt; Miss
club was held in anticipation hy
i aether with a number of prospective Gadgett, D Hill; Van Witherspoon.
the Rockland delegates, as Miss Lotte
, students were guests ot Kent's Hill H. Gregory; Mrs. Van Witherspoon.
McLaughlin was the member chosen
I Sunday Representative from three Hekn Crjpps.
A
to represent the Rubinstein Club
other Main
In? r.ubs were also pre-- r.l Agatha Mulrooney. Dorothy Spear;
Their hopes were izalized to the ful The
party enjoyed inspecting the
MUler Dorothy Burns. Busilest extent in the appearance and ex
s.'hoolandccmpus an I la er gathered negg managmenl consistr Of: Adver
cellent singing of their own artist,
se the heme of Prts.Ient Hinck . Ljsing Millicent Roberts, tickets,
whpse natural charming personality
where tea was served.
Catherine Simonton. W AnnLs; stage,
and beautiful voice placed her in a
------I
Byron
Rider, Lendell Merrill; propclass by herself. It is not the custom
Miss Leola Wellman of Portland crlles M ToIman. Ver» Turner.
to respond to encores in the club pro visited her mother Mrs George Well
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O
grams. but Miss McLaughlin was man Sunday.
Heistad Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
twice recalled and presented with a
John Hennings of Portland, and MLss
lovely arm bouquet.
Thc State officers and special Nancy Hennings of Portland. Miss
At the session Friday night, re guests of the DA R and S AB. will
Althea West of Wells, MLss Patty
ports were continued, Mrs Dora Bird be entertained by Lady Knox Chap
Simmons of Sargenlville. MLss Sol
n porting for the Augusta-Rockland ter of Rockland and Oeneral Knox
veig Heistad. J. Porter Hennings oi
district. The musical feature of thc Chapter of Thomaston Tliursday.
Portland, and David Carswell of Bar
afternoon was a harp recital given by Montpelier will open at 10 oclock to
Harbor, students of University of
Miss Mildred Dilling of New York, receive guests. Following the lunch
Maine.
internationally acknowledged as thc eon at the Knox Hotel at 1245 a
■ • • •
foremost woman harpist She is an meeting is called for 2 p. m at which
Crockett-Anthony
artist of rare charm and great per- Judge E. K Oould will extend greet
sonal beauty.
A marriage of interest to friends
ings from the Knox Memorial Asso
• • • •
ciation. At this session these officers here took place Saturday evening at
A banquet was held Friday night
will take part: Mrs. Buker, President thc Methodist Church in Winthrop
at the BanRor House the tables be
General of the National Society when Miss Edith M. Anthony became
ing decorated with cut flowers and d A R Mrs Binford. State Regent. I the bride of Vere B. Crockett. Rev.
taper candles. Mrs. Perry of the | Mr. Buker_ retlrlng
Forrest F. Fowle. former pastor of
Bangor Club who presided, intro- | Naticnal Sorlet S.A.R., Mr. Brown, the Rockport Methodist Church offi
duced prominent members of the State President, and Mrs. Ann Snow, ciated. using the single ring service
Federation, presenting a corsage bou president of Knox Memorial.
The couple were attended by the
quet to each woman. Those present
bride's sister, Miss Hflen Anthony
ed were: Mrs. S. Merritt Farnham,
Why bother to write jokes when one. and the groom's cousin. Oeorge
Miss Nellie McCann. Mrs. Edward can get dialogue like the following,! C^ke“'
Thc bride is the daughter of Mr
Berry. Mrs. Foster Haviland. Miss overheard at the Bureau of Naturali
'and Mrs. Merton Anthony of Pori
Caroline Chase. Mrs. George F Gouldt zation?
Clyde and ls a young lady of attrac
Mrs
Creighton Stanwood. Miss
"Where is Washington?”
tive personality. Thc groom is the
Mildred Dilling. MLss Elizabeth
“He's dead."
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland F.
Litchfield. Mrs. A. J. Bird. Mrs Au
“I mean the Capital of the United
Crockett of Rockport and possesses
gusta Jenkins, Mrs. Everett Little States."
,
field. Mrs. Ruby Austin Mrs. Bernice“Oh. they loaned it ail to Europe " considerable musical ability. He fre
Sawyer and Prof, and Mrs Adelbert
“Do you promise to support the quently appears in thc musical cast
in local entertainments and is a
Sprague. Prof. Richmond, organist Constitution?"
and composer, was guest speaker,
“Me? How can I? I've a wife and member of the Catr.den-Rockport
Band and orchestra. At present he
giving a delightful humorous talk on six children to support.”
is employed at the Jonn Gribbel cot
“My Impressions of Hollywood."
tage on Beauchamp Point.
Saturday was Junior Day, thc
Thc young couple have started
morning session beginning with reg
j housekeeping in the Addle Russ
istration at the Y.W.C.A in charge J
house on Commercial street.
of Mrs. Benjamin P. Williston, fol
COMFORT
lowed b.v a morning meeting with
A NEW PROFESSION
Miss Caroline Chase, State counselor FOR YOUR
of Augusta, presiding.
That of the Sky Stewards—Innova
Leaving many interesting musical
FEET
tion Created Seven Years Ago
events in its own city, the Junior
Harmony Club was represented by 12
Air stewardessing may be tire new
members in charge of Mrs Leola
est profession for women, but it's
Noyes, counselor. Tlie club received
GLOVE- “old stuff" to t ransport plane host
commendation from all sides for its
esses who today observe the sixth
SOFT
large attendance, as the School Fesanniversary of their work. It was
LONG*
on May 14. 1930. '.hat nited Air lines
WEARING created the innovation of sky stew
ardesses by puaclng eight girls on the
Chicago-California division of its
coast-to-coast airway.
The service idea proved so popu
SHELL HORSEHIDE WORK SHOES
Tenant’s Harbor, Tel. 8035
lar with passengers .hat today United
LOBSTER SANDWICHES
has 150 air stewardesses in its em
LOBSTER STEWS
ploy. other domestic air lines have
LOBSTER SALADS
another 100 and a number are em
LIGHT LUNCHES
ployed on European air lines. Of
DELICIOUS PASTRY
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD
ICE CREAM
the original staff of stewardesses em
FOOTWEAR
Ruth E. Barter, Prop.
ployed on European air lines. Of
ROCKLAND,
ME.
58*00
period six years ago, only one is still

!1 w

White Patent
SANDALS are Here!

BLACKINGTON’S

.

WATER SERVICE AT

BETTER

. . . LOWER COST
Think of how convenient it would be to have all the hot water
you need—always on tap—day or night without waiting with
out building a fire or trudging down the stairs to turn the heater
on. Never a bit of bother or worry and the monthly cost of
operation is so low that you really can’t afford to get along without it.

Thousands of families now enjoy this better hot water service.
To these people, hot water is just as certain and as easily available
as electric light. Phone or call at our office and we will gladly
give you all the facts.
DOWN

ONLY

RUTH’S

WOLVERINE
$4.50 pair

McLain Shoe Store

PLACES IT

IN

YOUR

HOME

BALANCE — PAYABLE $3.75 MONTHLY — CASH $125

AINE

CENT

MPAHY

POWE

WITH THIS ELECTRIC WATER HEATER YOU GET lc ELECTRICITY

MAINE IS LEADING
in active sen-ice. She is Katherine
Vjiw'uTft
Vr?.
Maye, 750,000-mile veteran of thc
to-coast
airway.
All
the
others
'
Head
»
<*>•"
Nr
*
England
States
in
coasted to become married.
I Knights of ( olumhus Forward
resigned
WED.-THURS.
Movement

May ar.d June brides will appreciate
getting stationery for acknowledg
ments and thank you notes. Rytex
Band Bex is particularly designed for
Just such uses, especially the douole
note size sheet. On sale during May
only at The Courier-Gazette office,
for $1 a box. Postage 10c.

Aflanfic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

Maine Ls now leading all of New
England in the National Forward
Movement in the seciring of new
members for the Kn.ghts of Colum
bus. Raymond A Grady. State
Deputy, announces. Maine K. of C.
took the lead this week over New
Hampshire and Vermont which were
previously in the vanguard of the
New England forces. Tire Forward
Movement in Maine. New Hampshire,
and Vermont has been far outshadowing Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut.
An invitation has been received
by State Deputy Grady for all
Knights of Columbus members in
Maine to attend the K of C. conven
tion for New Hampshire to be held
Wednesday. May 27, at Concord. A
similar invitation has been received
from Quebec to be helo at Drummontvllle J. Q, in Memoir Hall,
May 24.

FEATHER-BED

Open For The Season

■-

$1
tf LIBELED!
... by tha prattling tonguoi of
vicious neighbors...driven irom
their homes ... shamed baforc the
world! It's the first great dramatic
hit of the year!

’’ll-

i:

SAMUEL
GOLDWYN

FRIDAY NITE IS

Fr.l.nu

BANK NITE
$50.00

THREE

ON TIIE SCREEN

..He had lo
i risk his life
...lo save it..I
...A triangle
of thrills on
the brink of

*49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 989
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf

mighty...

(BOULDER DAN!
A Warner.First National Picture wit

a

ROSS ALEXANDER
Ann Pvor*L
—*

A/

—rw*

HOPKinSOBEROn
I JOEL McCREA
I

“Zb. noi( talked about pictun 0/
(b. r.ar/“

NOW FLAYING
“MF. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN"
with
GARY COOPER. JEAN ARTHUR

,

:rk@

Phone 892

MAT. 2. EVE 6 15 .A 8:45
CONT SAI 2 15 to 10:45
Dayl:,Ji- 1'lnic

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day
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WHAT NEXT, 0. V.?

Postmaster Drew Drops Poet
ry For the Nonce and Just
See What!
Postmaster O. V. Drew, who helps
to keep The Courier-Oazette informed
on matters of Vinalhaven interest,
now sends us six portraits of gar
goyles which were carved in that fa
mous granite town when the Bodwell
Granite Co. was cutting stone for fed
eral buildings. Accompanying the pic
tures is Mr. Drew's characteristic let
ter. which follows:
"Enclosed are some pictures of
something that has been keeping me
out of mischief land from writing
poetry) lately. I have been working
on these plaster models, restoring
them, painting them in natural colors
"They are models used when the
Bodwell Granite Co. cut the New
York Customs House here. These
faocs were set in the building several
stories up. and the granite cutters
had these plaster models to cut by
For 30 years they kicked around the
stone works, escaping destruction God
only knows how. some of them tr.us:
have been destroyed for there were
many more than these. Some two Kate Smith was guest of honor a 1 the fifth anniversary of her first
years
ago I____
discovered
them___
in_ an
w
___ ______
_____ _____
broadcast.
•
un'tsed building, about the only or.e few daJS afi0 al a spectacular celebrawhile the massed bands of Washleft standing on thc once famous tion in Constitution Hall. Washing- ington American Legion Posts played.
works of the Bodwell Granite Co. I .
rx r. ..
.x.
....
ahd the audience applauded. John A
ton, D. C. More than 4030 guests, in- „
i
obtained the permission of the man
Hartford. President of The Great Atwho now owns the building to take cluding numerous government official, lantic and Pacific Tea Company |
them and for the past three months and other dignitaries were on hand to w*105f Washington Unit of 1500 em-1
have been putting in my spare time
ployes sponsored the party, presented j
witness the colorful ceremonies wh.ch Miss 8mlth wUh , 300-pound birthday '
ln restoring and painting them.
"I do not know exactly what they marked the Rad.o Star's birthday anc cake, standing six feet in height.
were supposed to represent, but have
been told that they represented the
LAKEWOOD THEATRE
different countries that would do
_____
bus ness through the Customs House. .....
but I am inclined to believe that such ” *" Open Saturday, May 30,
representation would be more symWith ‘‘Mr. Shaddy" As thc
bolic than specific.
Starting Attraction
“Each face has a symbolical headBy Chock Cochard
gear or dressing and as No. 1 and 2
Herbert L. Swett. manager.
have pine cones and needles. I have
,he opening of
Hollywood. Calif —Dick Powell Is
put them up In the Postofflee here and
son of the Lakewood Players Satur a confirmed believer that fan mail
tentatively named them "The Spirit1
day night. May 30 He has secured provides an accura’e barometer of
of Maine."
“Notice that the sculptor <un- as the opening attraction. J. C. Nu- audience reaction
As a consequence, tne singing star
known. but certainly an artist) has gent, one of the best known of Amer;has definitely decided to limit all his
given them something to keep their ean characwr comedians, in a piav o:!
.screen kisses in the future to a
ears warm, which although we don't h!s own writing ~Mr shaddy." for
maximum of three seconds. Hts fans.
advertise lt. ls most appropriate. No lhe flrst tlme on any stage
I lt stems don't want him to ever be
2 was a man but I changed It over to
In Mr shaddy.' Mr Nugent plays '
come an "ardent lover.''
a woman so as to provide a mate for a gruff, choleric, acidulous but humorPowells decision follows a pain
the stern faced old settler who Is 0Us snd innately kind widower whose
staking survey of his vqlumlnous fan
No 1dog biscuit business is on the verge 1 mail over a period of three months,
“No 3 needs no description to tell 0| bankruptcy at the opening of the
which disclosed that a great majorihis race, and I have named him Haile play. He depends on his son. whom
1 ty of screen followers are Impression- ,
Selassie . His head decorations are he worships but whom he does not
ab'e young boys and girls ranging in
bananas and olives. I think he would understand, to carry on while he atage from 10 to 30 years.
make a corking ballyhoo for the tempts to put over a merger with his
publishers of 'Yes, we have no ban-j chief competitor. What the boy doei,
ihln^indnddiiak of more

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

— and winning fame as the
smoothest F/GHTin the wor/d

For thrills, thrift and smartness-*

no EIGHT on earth
xperts call Pontiac the smoothest eight in

E

That’s genuine fine-car engineering and it’s

the world. And here’s why : Pontiac’s extra-

matched by everything else in the car. You can’t

heavy, short-stroke crankshaft is buttressed by

get better brakes than Pontiac’s big hydraulics.

overlapping bearings.

The solid steel “Turret-Top” Bodies are the

The harmonic balancer,

introduced by Pontiac, works miracles. And all

safest money can buy.

moving parts are balanced with incredible pre

delivered, under official supervision, 22 miles per

cision.

gallon. Look around before you buy your eight.

The result is something new in eight-

like the new Pontiac

And this big eight has

cylinder history—an engine with no vibration

Get all the facts.

point at any speed!

convinced that it’s the best buy of them all!

You’ll come back to Pontiac

D

•£.,•! pricai at Pontiac. Mich . bilin at 9615 for tha Si* and 9790 for tha Eijht (tubjact to changa *rithout notica). Safaty plata
atandard on Do Luxo Sit ard Eight. Standard group of accoaaorextra All Pontiac c«ra can bo bought mth monthly

ptjmtnta to xuit your purxa on tho Gonoral Nvtota Installment Plan

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

A Gonoral Motora Value.

TeL 1000-W

712 Main St., Rockland

first day at school, when asked.
>«
la not at all difficult Plants may be
*
"What did you learn today?", re
started early to be set ln the fleld
HOME-AG.-FAX
I
plied. “Not much. I've got to go
or seeds may be sown in the field
I
M
A.
B.
Crocker
again."
anas “ No. 3 is to my mind the most aimOst ruins the business and lead.• Timely Information For Home where plants are to grow. The main
mature age. the survey disclosed,
Gardeners Prepared By Mfm’ heads are ready to harvest in about
’
N C. C. 2
More than 90 percent of the milk
striking of the group. No. 4 ls a t0 a
of hilarious situations the
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni-' 75 days from planting the seeds.
expressed the wish that Powell "stay
Somerville, Mass. May 16
sold ln the Boston market comes
heathen Chinee with poppies as his exposure of which would spoil the cnAgreeably
to
a
promise
made
early
rereity Of Maine
1 youthful and romantic forever." As
from states other than Massachusetts.
After these are cut. small side shoots
head dress Nos 3 and 4 I have put in joyment of the play,
in April to visit Mr. Harvard's
on? fan put It: "Don't ever let them
Young
Man
—
Ill
be
frank
with
you.
Approximately 80 per cent comes
will
continue
to
develop
until
after
the Cascade Bowling Alleys. The No.
The underline for the week of
Springtails and fleabeetles are
Botanic Oarden later ln the season.
make an ardent lover- of you. Your
You're not the first girl I ever kissed from Vermont. 13 per cent from New
heavy frosts in the fall provided
3 representing a cross eyed coon as a j June 8 will be Dorrance Davis' amusperformances are so clean and re- J among our earliest garden PMtA I that none are allowed to blossom. I
80 u'« first wc<‘k in Ma>' Just
Sweet Young Thing—And I'll be Hampshire, and 12 per cent Irom
symbol of good luck for the Skip- lng comedy of a marriage directed by
freshing; and such splendid example writes Dr. J. H. Hawkins, assistant Mature plants are fairly large and a word about the Garden which was equally as frank with you. You have Maine.
pers and No 4 to symbolize that the the letters of the boy's dead mother.
Ganders haven't a Chinaman's chance! Apron Strings." Mary Rogers and of American youth for the younger entomologist. Maine
Agricultural require 18 to 24 Inches in rows 30 to laid out ln 1806 and covers some eight a lot to learn.—Chelsea Record.
i
generation."
The alfalfa snout beetle, a re
Experiment Station.
They start 40 inches apart. The crop responds acres.
with us (when Gene Hall has his eye
Dillaway will be the charming
There will be no grounds for pro- !
Green
If you would reach it from Harvard
cently discovered pest believed to be
feeding upon the tender leaves of well to 4-8-7 fertilizer.
on ’em).
youngters with the able support of
test in the future. Powell promises,
confined to two central New York
“No. 5 was originally a man repre i the Lakewood Players.
the small seedlings ot cabbage, cauli sprouting broccoli Is a clos? relative Square you would go by the way of
for a three-second kiss, is hardly | flower. turnips, radishes, and beets of cabbage and cauliflower and is Oarden street, pest ChTlst Church ,
counties, is challenging the best
senting some European country, prob
; more than the busy husband latescientific forces the Empire State can
ably Italy or Greece, but I painted It
as soon as these and other vegetables subject to thc wne disease and and the tablet commemorating the
WOULD LOP FORTY
for-train-pecks-wlfe-goodbye
variety.
In preparing this fact that at this spot, Oen. Henry ^7
muster. Because of the small area
as a woman to provide a mate for
break through the soil. Tomato Insect pests
• • • •
now affected, agricultural experts
No. 6 which I tobk to represent an
plants are attacked immediately vegetable for the table, heads are Knox delivered the guns he had
Do you r< member Ruth Chatter- I after they tre set out in the field.
broken into sections and soaked for brought through the wilderness tn
hope to nip ln the bad this potential
Egyptian. These two are going up in (Dong. Moran In Favor Of
Memorial Hall. No 5 has decorations
Eliminating 40 Of 43 ton? Well, she's staging a comeback
Fleabeetles and springtails are a short time ln salt water to remove the dead of winter, to Oen. Oeorge RADIO SETS ADJUSTED lhreat to million of acres of alfalfa,
’:
- - - in the movies by appearing in the I small, very active insects which insects and dirt. The tough skin on Washington, in January 1776. thence
of grapes and grape leaves, while I
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
Ocean Mail Contracts
the
stems
should
be
peeled
off
to
continuing
as
the
British
soldiers
j
Production
of
dairy products Is
by
expert
engineer
vehicle
'Girls'
Dormitory."
ln
which
took the flowers on No. 6 to be lotus
quickly spring away when disturbed.
CROCKETT'S OARAGE
larger than at this time a year ago,
The material, did In April 1775 when they marched
flowers. Of course the images them Cancellation of 40 of the existing she wU1 aPPear wlth Simone Simon Fleabeetles are somewhat larger facilitate cooking
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member and relatively large as compared with
imported French starlet.) than springtails and are bright thus prepared is cooked tn boiling to Lexington and Concord, and enter
National Radio Institute.
selves ln color look better than these 43 ocean mall contracts, because of
Washington. D. C.
other recent years, according to the
pictures.
the circumstances surrounding their Herbert Marshall and Constance greenish, bronze or bluish in color. salted water for 15 to 29 minutes or the Oarden from Oarden street. ,
7-31-tt
bureau of agricultural economics.
“Some of the older men here who origin, was urged in the House Fri Collier.
Springtails are very tiny and dark Just long enough to make the Where you enter is the high part of
the
Oarden
and
occupies
about
oneTwo
of
Hollywood's
funniest
per

thicker
part
of
the
stems
tender.
formerly followed the trade of granite day by Representative Moran.
gray in color
cutting recollect working on these
Both of these insects are controlled Overcooking results ln a mushy un half of it.
Moran supported a motion to strike sons who will co-star In the Jane
The other half Ls low and was for
ll?ers °Plls "Public Nuisance No. by the use ol insecticides containing attractive produce with an unde
carvings and some have pictures of from the treasury-postofflee appropri- j
merly
a swamp. The rock garden
sirable
flavor
The
cooked
broccoli
atlon
bill
a
822.000.000
appropriation
r
‘
are
Irvin
s
Cobb
and
sllm
Sum
‘
other heads. These heads were the
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